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md Blaze Causes Dam
age of Over Million Dollars

and

Slight Injuries
to Audience.

Lisbon Police Discover Plot
In Time to Arrest Conspirators and Save
Government.
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Educator Advocates Change Intense Cold In New York
Causes Great Suffering
In Public School System
Among Poorer
for Benefit of
Classos.
Children.
WANTS EACiUHILO

IS MAINTAINED

FIRE

Marriage Monday Is Attracting Attention of Curiosity Seekers
Who Dally Surround Vander-bil- t
Crowd
Expected at House Monday.

Delay in Arrival of Department More Than Fifty Arrests Have
Been
Hears That
Gives Blaze Good Start-- FireOne Conspirator Escaped
men Caught Under Falling
From Prison. Aided
Heroic
by
Rescued
Wall
by Friends.
Comrades.

New York, Jan. 24. Count Lazslo
Szeclienyl and Miss Gladys Vander
biK pubMcrlbed today to a contract
which provides for the administration and enjoyment of their property
Interests as affected by their marriage next Mod 'ay. The count and
his bride under A' will share mutually their combined forlunos.
In view of previous marriage con
tract!" entered Into between American
girls and titled Europeans in which a
fortune had accompanied the hand
of the bride, the arrangements ac
cepted by Count Szechenyl and Miss
VandorblR is offered in proof of society's announcement that it is a love
match above all else.
Sxcclionyl Waived the Dot.
Although Miss Vanderbtl-- is cred
ited with possessing a fortune esti
15 million
dollars,
mated
her
fiance waived the European custom
of demanding a marriage
portlof
from the bride. Tho contract signed today provides that there shall be
no change in the titles to properties
owned by Miss Vanderbilt and Count
fizeclienyl. Husband and wife will
"share and share alike" In Income
from them. In case of the death of
either the. estates of the one that
dies will revert to the survivor. Count
Szechenyi's property interests are by
no means aa great as those of Mlae
VanderblM. and
therefore he will
benefit to a much greater extent by
the 'terms of the contract than she
will.
It Is understood that Miss Vander-biand the members of her family
concurred in the decision that there
should be no balance struck, except
on the broad gauge of mutual participation by the young coupte in tnelr
combined fortunes.
Gift Are Worth a Million.
While no inventory of the wedding
presents has been taken, the lawyers
estimated the value at close to one
million dollars. Tie matter was presented to Count Szechenyl and Miss
Vanderbilt, with the result that the
following clause
was ordered included in the contract.
"It is the desire of both parties
that all reference of gifts be eliminated."
nly One Ceremony.
There will be a single ceremony In
the solemnization of the marriage,
and it will be that of the Catholic
church.
original plans for the wedding
called for three ceremonies, Catholic, Protestant and civil. Then it was
learned that the laws of the Catholic church forbade any such arrangement. So, finally, the Vanderbiltst
agreed to surrender their desire for
a Protectant and civil ceremony.
'Mgr. Michael J. Lavelle of St.
's
cathedral will oftlciate at the
wedding. Archbishop
Farley
has
sranted the dispensation rendered
necessary by the fact that Miss Vanderbilt is not a member of the Catholic church.
CwwU Surround House.
The wedding will be held Jan. 27.
at the city house of the bride's
mmniT. commonly called the "big
house" on Fifth avenue and 58th
street. It has already become a mag
net for people hypnotized by the
glamour attending the union of the
Vanderbilt millions and Hungarian
nobility. These
souls
haunt the neighborhood by the hour,
in
this crisp weather, with a
een
hope of catching a glimpse of the
il.,.iino.uoo bride or the titled groom.
Their presence on the scene so
ar!y Is sure promise of the mob that
will swarm around the house on the
day or the wedding. Women crawled
xnrougn in? coai noien to get a
glimpi-at one of these hlghtoned
wpd'jinfrs nt a New York church a
few ye us ago. The present attrac
tion is so much greater that they ara
liable to take the house by storm and
after viewing the wedding that
to
mark the triumph of true love, carry
away the mansion in fragments as
sruvenirs.
Police fommliwioner Hingham will
have most of the available police on
duty. If the outlooks grows too
threatening, the president will
be
asked to transfer hither, where there
will be reul action, the troops from

Portland, Me., Jan. 24. A fire
which caused a property loss of more
than $1,000,000 early today, destroy
ed the city hall, police headquarters
and adjacent buildings, and endang
ered the lives of more than 1000
persons who were assembled In the
city auditorium attending a Knights
of Pythias Jubilee.
No Uvea were lost but a number of
persons were injured, three seriously. The fire caused a panic in the
auditorium and In the rush for the
exits many people were slightly injured.
The fire was the worst In this state
since the memorable conflagration
of 1866 when the entire business and
residential parts of Portland were alwiped out. The
most completely
blaze originated from crossed elec
tric wires in the office of the city
gained good
had
electrician and
headway when discovered by an employe of the office.
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FLAN TO ItAISK FUNDS.
Chicago, Jan. 24. Leading men of
the city are making plans to raise a
fund of $100,000 for the relief of the
unemployed men of the city. The
men without work are estimated to
be 0,000 In number.
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Lisbon. Jan. 24. (The transmls
was
of the following dispatch
permitted by officials after due censorship) Lisbon is today filled with
disquieting rumors but nothing new
has developed In the abortive attempt
made two nights ago to overthrow the
monarchy and proclaim a republican
form of government.
News of the attempt leaked out today but a rigid censorship is maintained and it is extremely difficult
to secure information concerning the
plans of the conspirators.
It has
been learned, however, that a plot
existed to overthrow the government.
but that the plan was discovered by
the police Just in time to prevent the
plotters carrying out their schemes.
About fifty men were arrested and
the police are making more arrests.
The police have visited all the news
paper offices and have forbidden the
concerning
publication of anything
the attempt or the arrest of the con
spirators.
It Is not known whether Don Ml
guel, the pretender to the throne of
Portugal, Is concerned In the plo(
but from the fact that a delegation
recently visited him at his Austrian
home and told 'him to be "In readi
ness" it to nptoset 'thai hs J.
King Carlos is ctrmy unpopu
lar with his people. His action in
Imposing heavy taxes without the
consent of Portugal's parliament Is
one of the causes. He has been
openly denounced and it Is declared
he is without friends or partisans.
The queen of Portugal recently
visited England In an effort to gain
the powerful support of King Ed
ward In preserving
her husband's
throne, but failed to secure the sup
port she expected, for while King
Edward Is bound by treaty to protect the existing government, he Is a
warm personal friend of the pretend
er, and would not Interfere unless
forced to do so.
Conspirator KMonpeil.
London, Jan. 24. A dispatch from
Lisbon says that Dr. Farmano Lopez,
who was connected with the recent
conspiracy to blow up Premier Fran
co with a bomb, escaped today from
Kan Julian prison. A party of friends
went to the prison In an automobile
and as the auto drew up In front of
the prison a terrible explosion was
heard. During the confusion it was
learned later that some one tossed
Lopez the keys to the prison. It Is
supposed that he got away with his
friends In the auto disguised with
motor glasses and a big coat. The
cause of the explosion is not known.
--

there was
delay of nearly twenty minutes in

After it was discovered

summoning the fire department as
the box signal system waa out of or
der. 'When the department .finally
arrived the tolaxe had spread from
the city electrician's office to the of
fice directly .above 'and was burning
fiercely.
it quickly spread to the
entire building.
When the audience In the auditorium heard of the Are many rose
from their seats and rushed for the
exits. As the smell of smoke grew
strong the audience could not be restrained longer, and Chairman William A. Turner stepped to the front
of the stage, interrupted the pro
gram and asked the audience to leave
quietly. His coolness prevented what
threatened to result In a serious panic but the audience left the building
without serious injury to any.

llakimore Fire Serkua.
Baltimore, Jan. 2. A fire today
the worst in the city since the calamity of 1904, took a heavy toll from
the fire department and caused a
property loss estimated at $400,000
n
Three firemen are dead and
are injured, among them being
George Horton, chief of the depart
ment, who is in a serious condition.
The fire started on the third floor
of a building at the corner of Holli-da- y
and Saratoga streets, occupied
by J. Ilegester and sons, dealers In
plumbers' supplies,
the Baltimore
Hell and Brass company and the Wll
Ham Hollingsworth
company ma
chinists.
Flrpine.li Work Hard.
Under the influence of a s;rong
wind tho flames spread rapidly and
the Intense cold weather prevailing
made the work of the firemen extremely difficult. Tart of the north
wall of the building fell unexpected
ly. burying a number of firemen
who could not g'.t out In time.
Their comrades worked heroically
to save them, and unmindful of their
danger, plunged Into the wrecked
building to rescue the men buried
under the ruins. They succeeded In
removing all the Injured and recovered the bodies of three who were
killed.
six-te-
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Omaha Mayor Led From They Undertook Journey
In
Waterways Congress at
Boat on Balsas and Died
Chairman V Kequest.
Horrible Deaths.
'.

-

INJECTED POLITICS
INTO

HIS

TALK

"

NATIVES WARNED BUT
THEY PERSISTED

Sioux C'hy. Jan. 24. Mayor James
El Paso, Jan. 24. Two Americans,
C. Dahlman, of Omaha, waa led from a young man
and a young woman,
the hall by the sergeant at arms of apparently on their bridal tour, were
the waterways congress at its final eaten alive by alligators In the Balsas
session last night. Tne officer acted
at the request of Governor Burke, of
North Dakota, who acted as chairman of the congress.
Mayor Dahlman rose to talk about
the report of the organization committee. As he proceeded In his speech
several delegates in different parts
of tne hall arose and asked that he
stop as he was injecting politics into
the congress.
"Put him out," yelled one delegate.
Chairman Burke tried to stop the
uproar which steadily increased and
as a last resort ordered the sergeant
at arms to lead the speaker from the

ball.

rher, a stream forming the bound
ar between the states of Mlchoacan

and Guerrero In Mexico.
Nobody
Knows anything of their Identity.
II. Hablarolles of Guadalajara, re
turning from his timber lands In
M'Choacan, reported the matter to
Dr. Will B. Davis, American consul In
that city. The man, who was about
28 years old. and the girl, about 19
ears of age, appeared
at Balsas
atcut a month ago, and, hiring a
small boat, stocked It with provisions.
arms, camp equipage and loading on
a trunk filled with
clothing went
down the river.
A short way down the trunk fell
overboard and although they stopped
and paid the natives to dive for it. It
was lost. The natives warned them
not to continue the Journey as the
stream Is full of rapids and In the
swampy places Is inhabited by my
nuns or alligators.
The young couple continued and
ncthing more was heard of them until ten days ago, when the wrecked
boat was found in one of the swampy
regions torn and chewed by alligators, and nearby was the body of the
ycung man partially eaten by the
reptiles.

"You will have to go down to
Wasningion and see Cannon and Allison about the report of that organization committee," shouted Mayor
Dahlman above the uproar.
"Kit down," yelled a delegate.
"I'll not sit down," replied DahlHEIRS WILL CONIEST
"
man. "I want to tell you
"He is out of order,"
someone
and this cross rtre was abqut
MRS. BRADLEY'S 6IFT shouted,
to precipitate trouble when
Chairman Burke ruled the mayor out of
order. He refused to accept the rulDissatisfied With Division of Kich ing and the chairman called for the
floor officer.
Woman's Ktaic.
After arguing the matter Dahlman BERNALILLO COUNTY
Peoria, 111., Jan. 21. .Sixty heirs of left the floor.
the late Mrs. Lydla Bradiey will con
BANK CASE SUBMITTED
test the will which was filed for pro DRY FARMERS CREATE
bale this morning. The heirs are Uls- satisfed wim the provisions of the
will, which gives property valued at
POSITION FOR HARRIS Mil III Noiutto to Buy SI to for IVderal
$3,000,000 to the Bradley Polyteeh
Building at Imh Vegas.
REPORT ENGAGEMENT
ill c Institute, founded by Mrs. BraJ- ley, and divides the sui of $:,,Ouo
Washington, D. C, Jan. 24.
:m-uUName
Him (sixtiul)
Committee
among the heirs.
The case of George AlOF MISS ROOSEVELT j The properly left to th.- institute
bright, assessor of Bernalillo county
lucrative Seeretury of tltf
vs. the First National Bank of
consists of buildings and leal estaiOrganisation.
and at Its present valuation will yield
was argued and submitted
today.
Son of Washington Banker I Very an annual sum estimated
at about
24.
FlWier
Salt Irftke iiy. Jan.
$60,000.
Attentive. But KoHul STeta ry
Senator Penrose Introduced a bill
The heirs claim that In making her Harris, the retiring president of the today providing for the purcha.-Denies Humor.
of
p
conDry
Karmng
was
will Mrs. Bradley
unduly in
ihs fcite for a federal building at Las
exgress,
by
was
today
selected
the
Vegas.
flunced and will ak that it be set
Wjshliigton, D. C, Jan. 24
ecutive committee to be executive
A bill was submitted by Delegate
of an engagement between Miss aside on that ground. They will Join secretary
organization.
This Andrews today authorizing the
of the
Ethel Roosevelt and Charles C. (Hov- In starting suit Immediately.
comby
new
Is
position,
a
created
the
of the Interior to sell
rfa Scnn etaoln ehrdl taoln dl
er, of Washington, Is Indignantly
mittee at this meeting.
bearing laruld owned by the
by the soclel secretary of Mrs.
were
delivered
Several addresses
government.
Roosevelt. The secretary sai l things
,1
congress
this
at
the
AN
session
of
the
about "kids" and about "a little girl
morning, including a paper on good MKXICAN VICK CONSUL DIM I).
In school" and "a freshman at coland farming, by II. M. Branler,
roads
lege" and was alloge'her peppery
24.
Tacoma,
A. W. Tornley,
NOUNCES APPOINTMENT of the Colorado Agricultural college, Mexican viceJan.
about it.
consul in this city, died
by
was
Jardine.
Prof.
which
read
Notwithstanding the denial it i
today as the result of a bullet wound.
everybody's secret that Charley GlovMr. Tornley was held up by higher Is very attentive to Miss P.oose-vei- t. Thomas Ward Selected as United MARK TWAIX GOIS
waymen Monday night and when he
TO IIKIIMI DA. resisted, one of the men shot him.
As a matter of fact Miss Ethel
States District Attorney of ColoIs 17. and Is not In school, although
He was $0 years old. A reward of
rado Suct'et'ding Cranston.
24. Samuel ClemTork,
Jan.
New
she Is not yet "nut." But she Is half
$1,000 has been offered for the murens
tomorrow
will
for
Bermuda
sail
way out enough out so that she
Washington,
24.
Jan.
Senator to spf-nthe winter, his physicians derer.
could be at a dinner at which Sen- Guggenheim announced
today that having recommended a milder cliator Beverldge and his pretty bride after a conference with President
TKEASCHV BUYS SUA lilt.
mate for the remainder of the winwere present, with another bri ie and Roosevelt it had been decided to ap ter.
Washington, Jan. 24. The treasMr. Clemens is suffering from
this same Charley Glover, who Is the point Thomas Ward, Jr., to fill the a lingering attack of laryngitis, and ury department today purchased
son of a prominent local banker, C. vacancy caused by the resignation
of while his condition Is not regarded 100,000 ounces of silver for delivery
"
Glover, and entirely competent to Karl Cranston United Htatas district i as
mint, payingserious, H Is thought a change of at the Philadelphia
keep a wife If he should get one.
ar.tornty for Colorado.
65 2S per fine ounce.
climate will be beneficial.
.
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Says Theory ol Democracy That New England States Experience
Small Blizzard Swirling Sntw
All Men Are Equal Is Fallacy
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Denver. Colo., Jm. 24. Tonight, deal
rains or snow; warmer. Saturday, fair Is
south portion; snow lo norta portloi.
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Chicago, Jan. 24. Dr. Charles
Elliott, president of Harvard univer
sity, created a sensation at a ban
quet of the national society for the
promotion, of Industrial education at
the auditorium last night, when he
declared In his address that American boys and girls should be "sorted out" and forced by law to study
the trades assigned to them.
Dr. Elliott said he did not think
his Idea was undemocratic, but did
think it would result in a better con
dition of affaira in a few years If put
In effect.
"Democracy," he said, "is based
on the theory that all men are equal.
All men are not equal and cannot be.
Mien of practical minds long ago set
aside this Idea."
The present public school system
In America Is wrong, declared President Elliott. He stated that under
the present"" system every boy and
girl gets a smattering of education on
a number of different subjects, some
of which are beneficial In later years,
but the most of which the pupil has
absolutely no use for. As a conse- liucncejhey leave school with only a
superficial idea of the world and absolutely without the training neces- ary for them' to gain a livelihood.
' lie. advocated, la place
of : the
present system, technical ' training
for the children, to begin just as
soon as a child was old enough. He
would have a law enacted providing
for this, and under the law would
have officers, or teachers, perhaps,
to "sort out" the children, paying attention to the qualifications each had
for a particular trade, but forcing
every one to learn some work, so
that by the time the child had mas.
tered a trade and was able to leave
school It would be in a way to provide for itself, without the apprenticeship necessary now.
.

JUROR

BELIEVES

WALSH

WAS NOT GUILTY
luliiMr Did Not Know Ho Could
Cltange Hi VenHct iu Court
or Ho Would Ilavo lhxio So.

Harvard. 111., Jan. 24. Elbert Pal
mer, the Juror who stood out so long
for the acquittal of John It. Walsh,
who was convicted on Saturday of
violating the national bank laws, told
Attorney C. J. Henderson, a lawyer,
who recounts In an affidavit a con
versation held with him by Palmer,
that he did not believe that Walsh
was technically guilty and that had
he known that he could change his
verdict when questioned In court by
Judge Anderson he would have done

so.

iNew York, Jan.

24.

The eastern

part of the United States

is

storm

bound today. Telegraph wires are
railroad traffic delayed and
shipping along the coast tied up by
a heavy snow and high wind which
has been prevailing for the past
twelve hours.
The storm here developed Into a
small bllxsard during tne night. Today
the streets are piled deep jn places
with drifts and street car traffic la
badly impeded.
The movement of
river craft Is hampered and trains In- - ;
to the city are hours behind their
schedules.
The storm caught many people
unprepared and there has been Intense suffering among the poorer
classes.
For the first time this win
ter the city lodging houses are over
crowded and the covered pier at the
foot of East Twenty-sixt- h
street waa
turned into an . emergency lodging:
house. Several hundred men' have
been given work clearing the snow
from the streets. One man was found
ft oxen to death, under the stoop of a
house, where" he had 'crawled , tot '
protection from the cold, .'
s
Steamer Went Ashore.
jln Brooklyn' nearly every car line
Is blocked and la some cases no attempts have been made to move cars.
At Sandy JIook a northwest gale is
blowing and the swirling snow makes
navigation haaardousv
The steamer John Starln, of the
Starling line, plying between
New
York and New Haven, went ashore
at Willets Poi.it while entering the
East river this morning, en route
from New Haven. The pilot was Un- -i
able to locate the light at the en- -'
trance to the East river and; the .
storm made it Impossible to see the
shore. The tide was running high
and the vessel grounded so close to
the shore that when the tide receded
it left the vessel high and dry. Six
passengers on board the ship walked
ashort.
down,

Trarilc IWulIy Cripiiled.
Philadelphia. Jan. 24. The telegraph and railroad service of southern New Jersey Is paralyzed by a
flfice storm which has been raging
since last night. No wire communications can be had with Atlantic City
and the electric trains which were
due to arrive from the seashore at
midnight and during the early mora
Ing. have not been reported, owing;
to the break In telegraphic
communication. The seashore trains on
the Pennsylvania line operated
by
steam, are also tied up. Most of the
trouble seems to be caused by telegraph poles being blown across railroad and electric line tracks.
The storm Is raging throughout
Pennsylvania.
Delaware and New
Jersey, but Is worse In New Jersey.
Is
impeded
throughout the
Traffic
state.

Palmer said he rather would have
I tail lu New IOiikIuikI.
out his brains than to have
24.
Iloston, Jan.
Southeastern
In
presented a verdict of guilty
court, had he known he could New England Is experiencing a sechange It when the Jurors were poll vere snow storm today. The temperature dropped fifteen degrees last
ed.
Palmer Is at his farm, near Har light and high winds prevail. At
lireton's lteef the velocity of the wind
vard. a physical wreck.
The affidavit made by Hendricks Is reported to be between 60 and 70
baa been nent to the attorneys of miles an hour. The steamer Providence, of the Fall Uiver line, due at
Mr. Walsh.
Newport at 2:30 o'clock in the morn-ini- f.
was forced to land her tiajuen- gers
SOUTH CAROLINA GRAFT
at New London at 8 o'clock this
morning, and tie up there until the
stoim abates.
NETTED FIVE MILLIONS
SliiMner A.xlHin.
Hull, Mass., Jan. 24. A vessel belniM-cutCaiiHr.s Warrant
to ho lieved to be a three masted schooner
was discovered ashore In Illack Rock
Imhi for lirty Men n Differchannel shortly after 2 o'clock this
ent Iurt4 of United Slated..
afternoon. The weather Is very thick
how long the
Atlanta Jan. 24. To. T. H. Fel-de- r, and it Is not known
has been In her present posiJr.. of Atlanta, and his partner. vessel
A
tug has been sent to her
tion.
Col. Clifford L. Anderson, of Atlanta, have been engage.! us Assistant rescue.
In
Attorneys General
the Kouth
HEVOI.UTIONISTS T.VKK
Carolina dispensary prosecutions.
HAITIAN TOWS
"In thu fourteen years of the dispensary," Mr. Felder
said today,
Port Au Prince, Jan. 24. Revolu"thu amount stolen and 'grafted' aggregates
and tionists have taken possexslou u( Port
between $4,000,000
estimatconservatively
$5 000,000,
miles
de Palx, a town thirty-fiv- e
west of Port Haytian.
Tho
town
ed."
Col. Felder has Just returned to was captured after a sharp fight with
Atlanta from South Carolina, where government troops, who were repulshe tried the first civil case In Columed and driven from town.
As a result of the serious aspect
bia.
Warrants have been Issued
agaiulst forty or fifty men all over of affairs England and France have
the United Stutes, declares Mr. Fel-de- r, bota ordered cruisers to the island
charging them with conspiracy to protect the interests of cltlsens of
to cheat and defraud the state of those countlres, and the cruisers are
Si uth Carolina,
and expected to arrive hern within a few
with perjury
days.
with accepting bribes.
blown

r
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In order to close out this property during the coming spring and summer, the board of director
have granted me an option, at a low figure, on this entire SELECT RESIDENCE SECTION of the cit;
of Albuquerque. I have therefore had prepared a number of plats of the entire addition and marker
the price of each and every lot upon the same. These plats are now in the hands of the real estat
dealers of this city, and if you have a little money and know a good thing when you see it, my advice
would be to call upon your real estate agent and pick up some of these snaps.

n

LOOK AT A MAP OF ALBUQUERQUE

i

M

- -

and then no matter what section of the city you live in, let your better judgment Lave an equal chance with your prejudice as to
where the future residence section of this city is going to be. It cannot build into the Rio Grande river, and it's not going south.
Neither is it going northwest, northeast or southeast. This practically assures that the future residence district is steadily going east,
and when it comes to that the TERRACE ADDITION IS STRICTLY IT. Don't get frightened because some of the cheaper lots
have not as yet been graded. These are the lots that will be the money makers. The grading part is easy, and a few
thousand dollars would make the entire addition look as Silver Avenue looks now. This will eventually be done by some one,
because it is in no wise a difficult problem. New Mexico is growing, and Albuquerque will be a city worth talking about. Now
get wise and you will make more money with a small investment than you ever made before in your life.

HUGHES

MIGHT

SAY T
LATER
Governor of New York Makes
Public His Position in Regard to Nomination.
Arbany, N. V., Jan. 24. Governor
Hughes declared publicly today hie
Attitude Howard the
movement In
favor of his nomination for the pres
idency,
mis announcement is in a
letter to James S. Lehmaler of New
Tork acknowledging notification of
the resolution of Indorsement recently passed by vhe republican club
and appointing Friday evening of
next week for a meeting with the
club, at which, he intimates, he will
till more definitely declare himself.
The letter follows:
"I am deeply sensible of the honor
conferred upon me by tny
of the Republican club in
toe passage of the resolution to
which you refer, and it will give me
Creat pleasure to accept the invita
tion. In accepting it. It Is proper for
nit to restate my position.
It Is my desire uliai the sentiment
of the party shall have the freest
expression and that such action will
be taken as will be for its best In
I do not seek
nor
office
lerests.
ahall I at.rmpt to liillui-ncthe se
lection or vote of any delegate. Tile
slate administration must continue
to be Impartial und must not be
trlbir ary to any candidacy.
No i'lutioiiul Intorv-- t, Ho Says.
"I have no interest ill any fac
lional controversy, and desire aoove
II thing
that there shall be dellb
rtnioti, honest expression
of the
party will and harmony nf effort.
cannot fail to recognize the great
cionor which the nomination would
confer or the obligation of service
Impose.
would
Nor
which it it
should I care to be thought racking
e
In appreciation and lonlidciu
and
esteem which prompts the effort of
bring
to
sincerely
di'sire
those who
It about. The matter is one for the
party to decide, and whatever its
decision I shall be con:ent.,
"J shall be glad to meet with the
members of the club as you suggest,
and to make such further statement
in view of
as may be appropriate.
the enagements alrea ly made 1 do
nut Fee how It will be possible to
tiave tueti a meeting 'oefore the evening of January 31. And If that
date suits your convenience, ar- fellow-membe-

rs

rangements for the meeting may be
made accordingly."
to.
The letter of Mr. Lehmaler
which the governor replies as above,
is as follows:
"At a recent mee.lng of the Republican club of the city of New
York, very largely attended, a resopractical
lution was adopted with
unanimity, strongly urging the next
to
convention
republican national
nominate you for the office of president of .the United States and to that
of reend inviting the
publicans generally.
"The president of 'the club has
appointed a committee of twenty-fiv- e
to carry out the purpose of the
The committee has enresolution.
tered upon the dir. tea assigned to It
and Its efforts have met with a most
gratifying response. Under the circumstances. It has seemed to us that
some expression from you would be
timely.
"As chairman of ahls committee
and In the hope that this suggestion
may meet
with your approval, I
write to Inquire whether you will
meet your fellow members of the
Republican club at Its clubhouse at
such time as may suit your conveni
ence."
NOTICE.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1 have two hundred
acres of land
to break and level in the vicinity of
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Any one
desiring the contract to break or
level said land write or call on me.
FRANK A. HUBBELL.
Office No. 124, Cor.
Second and
Copper.
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SERIOUS
DISOHDER

early stages Catarrh is aliiKst intolerable, caused by t':t
Btufly fctlinjj iu the nose, the buzzing noises in the ears, the contin".al
"liawkinjj aud spittintf " difficult breathing, etc. lltit wl:en tlie b' o.l
beeiinies thoroughly lidllutcd from the catarrhal
the inflainnia'ion
the bronchial tulies, cadging hoarseness, and often nn aggravating
rough ; the utomai h is alYeeied, resulting in dysjvpsia, loss t appetite ami
strnigth. and gradually all the muroua niembiaui s vf the body Ijeeotr.e dis
1 nqucntly
eased and the system unsi-- and deranged.
tlie kidnevs ami
bladder are attacked, and the constant passage of irijvtre blood through the
lungs, diseases these important members, and Catarrh terminates in
bUx)d disease, and must be treated conCatarrh i.S a
stitutionally, for it is beyond the reach of local treatment. S. S. S. enrr s
Catarrh bv c leansing the blood of all the impure catarrhal matter and at the
same time building up the entire system.
It goes down and Btt.itks the
disease at its head, ttl t!:e circulation, and
removes every trace of the impurity that is
causing the trouble.
Then as rich, pure
Wood circulates through the body, the inflamed membranes commence to heal, the
Iv
nincor.s disehai ei s irrow less and f
n';
cease, and all the disagreeable and dtsg
PUHELY VEGETABLE
symptoms of Catarrh disappear. S. S. S. ..s
no equal us a lire for this disease. It refines and pin lfics the entire circulation
and repairs the damage done bv Catarrh. Sneci.il Kxk on Catarrh and any
medical aivite fiee.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
d
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get over how brave she was. Virgle had a playful habit of running
up to babies in the street and barking into their faces and scaring
them. .Some villainous person s;ole
Virgle. We offered a big reward
in the papers, but the dogs what
was brought In
wasn't no more
like Virgie than you are. Mamma
nearly lost her reason over the loss
of Virgie, but time has healed tne
wound. Take a good look at the
picture, so if you should happen to
see her on the street you could
pick her up and bring her home.
You'd be sure to know her in a
minute, because she's nil mnncv on
the back, and had a bow of white
rllioon on the neck, somewhat
soiled.

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED

BANK
OF

of

FACILITIES

THE

COMMERCE

ALllUQUHliUUK, X. M.

Kxtetuls to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits Now Accounts

CAPITAL,

NEED A TELEPHONE

JHE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
o w)
st )mw)SciTS)owoaosn t ow
ivot
S11-S1-

eircd Boarcllnfj Htablen

y

WmI Silver Avenue.
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mcmi

PATTERSON

W.
L-lver-

Ar.RnonKTtQr-K-.

Albuquerque

fw mftico.

Foundry and

Trtepltonr

ST.

Machine Works

R. . HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Ca.tins;s; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. I'ulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal: Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
mupmlra on Mining sm mm Mmentnmry m pmcimity
9
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
romtiisoK wwisx wwisnsnsn nsnsnsnsnsnsorisf sx mrmCt

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkots Roofing

First and Marqoette
Why Colds Are Dungi-rouIf you would be Immune from disease, keep the system healthy. Each
successive cold weakens the consti-tulln- n
and renders infectious disease
more liable.
Chamberlain's Cough
Itemedy will cure your cold promptly and restore the system to Its normal condition. For sale by All
s.

SOLOMON LUNA, President

STklCKLliR. Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier

William Mcintosh,
A. M. lilackwell.

IN TOUR HOME.

Alboqoerqo. New MeJto

SIHO.OOO

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
W. S.

preserves
telephone
The
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.
YOU

cute! She could hold that
position ever so long if you held a
caramel over her nead. We thought
It so smart that we
had her picture took doing it.. That's Virgle,
our little dog. We raised her from
a pup. Her mother was a French
poodle.
Virgle was u ab.serlu.ely
pure breed, but we never could find
out exactly what breed. Mominer
always cooked her a fresh hen's
Ye-eegg for breakfast.
eggs were
high, but it really wasn't so expensive, because all the rest of us cut
out eggs. Virgle naved
the whole
family's life from fire once. She
knocked over a can of gasoline into
a lighted candle in the cellar, and
oarked and barked until we t iok her
out of the cellar. We never could
ls-i- rt
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Even in

figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located in the best body of
timber in New Mextco.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it Is just aa cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.
To

s,
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GIVE US A CHANCE
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New Y'ork, Jan. 2i. The forward
pass and many other much discussed
points of the football rules will be
jlcussed and possibly modified ut "
meeting of the football rules com-- ,
mlttee, which will be held in
on Friday and Saturday. There
nas Deen so mucn uiscussion anu criticism of the forward pass that it Is
probable that rnoxt of the time of the
committee will be taken up In discussing this feature of the rules.
The intercollegiate association has
already advocated a modification of
the rule, and several members of the
old committee are eald to favor such
The new committee
modification.
consists of seven members elected
by the Intercollegiate committee, In
addition to seven members of the old
committee. The members are: Prof.
I M. Dennis, Cornell, Chairman;
Prof. J. 11. Fine, Princeton ; Walter
Camp, Yale; Joshua Crane, Harvard;
Paul
Point;
H. B. Huckett, West
Dashlel, Annapolis;
John C. Hell,
Pennsylvania; K. K. Hall. Dartmouth; Alonso Stags, Chicago; Ir.
J. A. Babbitt. Havcrford; Prof.
V. Savage, Oberlin;
Prof. Dudley,
Vanderbilt; Dr. J. I.. Lee. Nebraska;
Dr. ii. I Williams, Minnesota.
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MAY MODIFY

A

J. C.
O. K.

lialdridge,
Cromwell.

Why Sudor front

ItheumaU-m- ?

Do you know thai rheumatic pains
can be relieved? If you doubt this
Just try one application of Chamberlain's Pain Balm. It may not g!v
you relief from caln but will make
and that
rest and sleep possible,

certainly means a great deal to any
one Afflicted with rheumatism.
For
sale by All Druggists.

FRIDAY, JANUARY

ALBUQUERQUE

81. 1008.

JAPAN AGREES TEST CAPACITY COOPER

10 STOP

YARDS

CITIZEN.

Gross Kelly & Co.

IN PITTSB

city, and the effect of his new preparation as told by people who had

t nd.

ADJUTANT GENERAL

BACK

FROM BOSTON MEETING
Was llenresrnUxl
I'or
ilrvt Time at Annual Sttfeion
of National Guard

ei(

Mexico

Santa Fe.

N. M., Jan. 24. Adju
A. P. Tarkington
has

tant General

returned from attending the annual
.meeting of the National Guard association at Boston, wfcere he represented the interests of the New Mexico guards.
Thirty-tiv- e
states and territories
were represented
at the meeting,
which General Tarkington declares to
be the best yet held by the associa
tion. United States Senator Dick, of
Ohio, was sleeted president of the or
Conization. General Tarkington was
honored by appointments to two im
portant committee, the committee on
nominations and the committee on
legislation,

The yard become convinced of the soundness
Kansas City, Jan.
capacity of the Kansas City stock- of Cooper's theories with regard to
yards for hogs, which was said to the human stomach.
be 35,000, was tested for the first
Cooper believes that the human
time in the history of the market stomach In civilized races has be2,000
yesterday. It proved to be
come greatly weakened.
He claims
larger than estimated,
that most ill health of the present
of
receipts
Yesterday's
official
generation is due to this fact. The'
hogs were 34.334, exceeding tne for- article is as follows:
7,
January
record,
made
mer high
"L. T. Cooper Is meeting with the
by 1,769. With the 3,000 held over same astonishing success In Pittsburg
were
37,000
more
Monday
than
from
as in other cities. For the past few
cared for during the day. The en- days many thousands of Pittsburg
the
to
was
crowded
tire hog division
people have called at his headquarlimit.
ters to talk with him.
Including receipts at the Fowler
"Cooper's prophecy,
made upon
on
were
hogs
38,000
yards about
vesterday's market and the packers his arrival, to the effect that before
would
the he left Pittsburg thousands
took most of them, lowering
realize that his theory Is correct and
price level only five tT ten cents.
There has been an unusually large would come and thank him for what
movement tf hogs to the rive wes;- - h!s medicine had done. Is rapidly
borne out.
ern markets since January 1. This
"On Monday an astonishing numis due partly to the fact that In November and December prices drop ber of people called to express their
ped $1.50 to $2 a hundred pounds, gratitude to Mr. Cooper. Judging
and farmers held their hogs for bet- from what some of these peole had
ter prices. The movement in the to say to a Press reporter, when ln- last two weeks has been Increased by
those who prefer to dispose of their
hogs rather than feed corn at present prices.
Receipts of hogs In Kansas City
days of Janfor the first twenty-on- e
exceeding the
uary were 344.300.
same period a year ago by 174.'500.
and $1,000 greater than the total receipts of January, 1907. The five
1.970.000
western markets received
days of 4bJ
the first twenty-on- e
month, or an increase of 640.500
over the same period a year ago.
The rolg packers are operating
their killing beds to the limit and
show little disposition to lower the
presen ""Ice level, which is twenty-fiv- e
to tot'or cents above the low
price In December.
Extent of Taft Sentiment Sur-pris24.
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FIGHT

STATES

es

Reactionary Senators
from Alassachusetts.

FLEET PLOTTERS

POSSESSED SHIP
Paris 'Cliartored Vessel to Carry Kxpliwdves to Rio do
s

In

Janeiro.
Parls, Jan. 24. The reports cabled
from Rio de Janeiro that the Brazilian authorities were warned from
Paris of a possible attempt to blow
up the American
battleship
fleet
while In the harbor there are true.
Some time ago certain suspicions
indicating the existence of a plot to
destroy the whole or a portion of
the fleet, either at Rio de Janeiro or
in the Straits of Magellan
were
aroused here and naturally communicated to Rio de Janeiro and Washington. A chartered steamer was to
convey explosives for the use of the
conspirators to Rio de Janeiro. It arrived there about the middle of December, and John Fedher,
whose
name Is mentioned In the Rio de
Janeiro dispatches, was one of the
men whose name was revealed here
as Implicated In the conspiracy.
The whole affair was regarded at
first with much skepticism and Indeed the presumption has been raised
that It may have been a deliberately
concocted scare.
In any event. It Is now believed
here that a plot actually did exist,
and the timely warning and precautions taken frustrated , the plans of
the conspirators at Rio de Janeiro
Just In time and compelled them to
transfer their operations
farther
sou'h, If not to abandon them entirely. The latter hypothesis
is
considered here to be most probable.
To Cure a Cold In One Dr.j.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tamets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cure.
E. W.
GROVE'S
signature is on each box. 25c.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 24. The
opposition to Taft for the republican
presidential nomination will make its
last Btand In New England. Not In
the memory of the present generation of politicians has so bitter a fight
precipitated In Massachusetts
been
and New Hampshire as has followed
the determination of Taft's supporters in those states to force the issue
with regard to a presidential candidate.
Massachusetts usually Is quiet and
orderly ln all Its affairs, even to its
politics. For so many years that no
one attempts to count them the New
England states have sent unlnstruct-e- d
delegates to national conventions.
There has been no difference
of
opinion anywhere In New England.
The state bosses have said who was
to go as delegates at large and who
the district delegates were to be.
Irf'ft It to the Itallroatls.
In New Hampshire and In Maine
the Boston & Maine railroad has
performed the political duty for the
republicans, and ln Massachusetts
the republican machine, Including the
Poston & Maine and the New York,
New Haven & Hartford, have performed & like service. New England's delegates are never Instructed.
Why hamper with instructions the
picked men of the earth?
This year It Is different. Massachusetts is the key to the' New England situation.
The discovery by
Senator Crane, who has been playing for delay that Representative
Gardner, the
of Senator
Iodge, has gone home to organize
his district for Taft has aroused the
greatest indignation.
Senator Crane
considers this conduct nothing short
of a personal Insult.
Not only that, but
Powers, one of the strongest poll- son-in-la- w
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Received Thanks From Hundreds While
in the Smoky City.

Will Comply With Demands Kansas City Hog Receipts ExThe following article, taken from tervlewed. Cooper's claim that the
ceed Expectations and Make
of United States, and Ends
the Pittsburg Press, describes the re- human stomach is degenerate Is disNew Record for Market.
sults of L. T. Cooper's visit to that tinctly verified.
Immigration Troubles.
Washington, Jan. 24. The measure for restricting immigration announced by Viscount Hayashl In the
interview reported In Toklo dispatches will settle the Immigration question between .Japan and the United
State If faithfully carried out, it is
believed here. It was not possible
to obtain an expression of opinion
tree from the state department regarding the Interview, but it Is known
that the proposals outlined by Viscount Hayashl will meet all that has
been asked by this government.
The state department Is not concerned with the manner in which
Japan prevents its laborers from
coming to this country. All it asks
is that they bo kept from coming.
Japan has promised all along that it
would see to It that It was done, and
the only possibly critical element In
the recent diplomatic exchanges was
the fact that this government was
pointing out that Japan had not fulfilled its promise. Tills was done as
diplomatically as possible In order to
avoid even a constructive implication "f bad faith, but it was reinforced on one occasion by calling
Viscount Hayashl's attention to the
fact that there was continued agitation here for the enactment of an
exclusion law.
It is known here that the figures
on Japanese emigration submitted
by Ambassador O'Brien to the Toklo government ws a great surprise
to the Japanese. When they first
promised last spring, in return for
the passage of the immigration law,
to check the undeslred emigration at
to
home, they issued Instructions
cover the case, and it was not until
they received the statistics carefully
compiled by the immigration officials of the Department of Commerce
and Iabor that they saw. for the
first time, how Ineffective those inhad proved. They restructions
garded the shewing a "phenomenal" and there is every reason for
saying that they set an investigation
of their own at once.
Viscount Hayashl evidently has
now been convinced that the American statistics were entirely accurate.
and Is proposing to adopt measures
supplemental to those of last year,
which will fulfill that promise. The
statement Issued by the Immigration
bureau yesterday, showing a marked
of
decrease in direct immigration
Japanese for December, is an indi
Japanese
cation that already the
government has checked in part the
It Is beemigration from Japan.
lieved here thU ths new measures
practically will stop tiie un.lcslrcd
Immigration and if thev do :ht 'wir
bring the whole controversary to an
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Wholesale

"One of the most unusual statements was made by Mr. M. C. Woods
of 103 South Highland street. He
raid: 'For four years my wife was in
"ery poor health. She was weak and
thin, with hectic flush and cough.
Physicians said she nad consumption
and I was Inc'lned to believe them,
it terlam'y looked at though her
Tay
ere numoerid, snd there appeared to be very little ground for

Grocers

hope.

"Shortly after Mr. Cooper came to
Pittsburg I began to hear of wonderful results tnat had been obtain-

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

ed by pe-swho had tried his
mc iln ine, so I got some for my wife.
She had taken It only two days when
she was relieved of a tapeworm 42
fnet long. She began to Improve Im-

mediately has gained seven pounds
since she began taking the medicine,
he feels splendid and looks very
much better. If any one doubts this
statement I would be pleased to have
them call at my house and verify It."
The Cooper remedies are becoming
Justly famous. We sell them.
J. H. O'Rielly Drag Store, Second
and Central.
tlclans in the state, has been going
about all over Massachusetts urging
' . .
selection of Taft delegates.
lAxle anil Crano at Outs.
Ixid ge and Crane, the Massachu
setts senators, have always worked
t gether, but they are at pronounced
cross purposes now. It has been dls
covered that the eastern part of the
state, which is by far the most
densely populated. Is for Taft and Is
becoming more determined every
day. Senator Lodge Is openly
for
Taft and with him ln the Massachusetts delegation are Gardner, Gillette
and Washburn. The postmaster gen
eral Is also an enthusiastic Taft sup
porter.
With Senator
Crane are
Kepresentatlve Weeks, whose district
is near Boston, Greene, of Fall River
and Lawrence of the western part of
the state.
Galllngef
The action of Senator
and Senator Burnham of New Hamp
to
shire in refusing confirmation
Charles Fairbanks, appointed to be
pension agent at Concord has raised
a direct issue ln that state. The Bos
ton & Maine railroad has always
dominated the politics of New Hampshire, and the senators from that
state are, to put It mildly,
"most
friendly." It so happened that Fair
bunks was not only endorsed by
Winston
Churchill and National
Committeeman Streeter, but by the
officials of the largest mills in the
state. New Hampshire elected a re
publican governor at the last election
by a plurality of about 1,000.
Its
Inhabitants are tired
of railroad
domination and have once more risen
In their might with the result that
a couple of senatorial seats are Involved In the control of the conven
to
tion which will send delegates
Chicago. More than that, republican
success In the state is Involved.
Taft Sentiment a Surprise,
The extent of the Taft sentiment
In New England has been nothing
sliort of amazing to a lot of reac
tionary senators from those states.
The voters have been complacently
permitting themselves to be bossed
for so long that the senators thought
!t would continue to the end of time
Those who are conversant with the
'ew England situation assert that
Taft Is practically certain to secure
of the dele
ni:t less than one-haeatf s.
.

lf

The Price of Peace.
The terrible Itching and smarting,
incident to certain skin diseases. Is
almost Instantly allayed by applying
z
price,
salve.
Chamberlains
ceriU. For sale by All Druggists.
o
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KIDXirVS

MAKE

IIODIF.S.

WEAK

Kidney Diseases Cause Half the Common Aciies ami Ills of Albuquerque People.
As one weak link weakens a chain,
so weak kidneys weaken the whole
body and hasten the final breaking
down.
Overwork, strains, colds and other
causes injure tho kidneys, and when
their activity Is lessened the whole
body suffers from the excess of uric
oolson circulated in the blood.
Aches and pains and languor and
urinary Ills come, and there Is an
ever increasing tendency towards dia
betes and fatal Brlght's disease. There
Is no real help for the sufferer except
kidney heln.
Doun's Kidney Pills act directly on
the kidneys and cure every kidney
ill. Albuoueraue cures are the proof.
Mrs. Ida Johnson, living at 414 N.
Fourth street, Albuquerque. N. M.,
savs: "Doan's Kidney Pills quickly
and effectively relieved me of pain
in the back, which had troubled me
at intervals for some time. Any preparation which acts as fully up to the
rlalms made for it as Doan's Kidney
Pills, deserves unqualified praise and
as a eenulne kidney medicine can
have the confidence of every oie."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c.
Foster-Milbur- n
Co.. Buffalo, N.
sole Brents for the United States.

THE REAL THING GETS 'EM ALL ALL THE TIME
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Remember the name Doan's and
23
take no other.
Water
Winers?
Pal Pinto Well
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for it.
,v
A Cure for Misery.
"I have found a cure for the mis
ery malaria poison produces," says
II. M. James, of Louellen, 8. C. "It's
called Electric Bitters, and comes In
It breaks up a case
E0 cent bottles.
of rhills or a bllltfus attack ln al
most no time; and It puts yellow
Jaundice clean out of commission.'
This great tonic medicine and blood
purifier gives quick relief ln all
stomach, liver and kWnejr complaints
and ths misery of lame Back, xoia
under guarantee at AH Dealers.

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

Gross Kelly & Co.
(Incorporated)

WEEK OF EVENTS

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

AT

BANK OF MAGDALENA

Drani&Uo Club Working IIarn
on
"TImj Girl I Left Behind Me."

Last week at the regular Monday
assembly R. W. D. Bryan, addressed
the students ln the Interest of public
speaking.
Mr. Bryan baa Just returned from a rather extended trip
through the east, on which he attended several large conventions. Ills
remarks were based upon what he
had seen and heard at these convention!. He spoke of our age as an
age of conventions, and told the students th'.-rnever had been such a
denuind for able speakers as at the
present. Mr. Bryan Is one of the
warmest friends the Varsity students
have and he has frequently addressed them before. Their appreciation
of him and his helpful address was
shown by prolonged cheers and yells.
The students have for some time
been regretting that they had no regular assembly hour for their own use
and last week a petition signed by
nearly every student was presented
to the faculty asking that one hour
a week be granted them to use In
the discussion of student affairs and
the practice of college songs and
ytlls. The faculty grunted them for
the remainder of the year the major
part of the regular Monday assembly
hour. Last Monday's assembly was
accordingly occupied by the student
body organisation with Mr. Tascher
I. residing.
The hour was devoted to
the discussion of various enterprises
of Interest to the students and to
arousing college spirit generally.
The Dramatic club has been doing
si.me very heavy work at rehearsals
of their next production, "The Girl
I Left Behind Me,"
to be given next
Friday evening at the opera house.
This is by far the moat difficult play
ever undertaken by the club, but Ihey
possible to
are doing everything
muke it perfect ln every detail. The
cu! is exceptionally strong. Tickets
have been placed on sale and from
the way they have been selling the
last few days a crowded house will
no doubt greet this performance.
The second basket ball game ln the
series between the Varsity boys and
the Kldx, played at the Casino last
Friday night, resulted ln a victory
game
f.r the Kld. This makes one
for each team and the final game will
bo played tonight.
The Varsity team
is conlident of winning the game.
Last night the girls' basket ball
they
i.ain left fur Las Cruces, where Agriwill play the team from the
cultural College tonight. The team
by
will be considerably weakened
the loss of one or two of their best
players through Illness. Mrs. J. H.
Crum accompanied the girls aa chaperon.
'President Tight lias been absent
this week in Chicago where he has
gone to attend a meeting of the
presidents of state universities.
The HhiMdes scholarship examination were held Wednesday and FriFour candidates
day of this week.
They were
tcok the examinations.
II. Bryan and Itnscoe Hunt of Albuquerque, Frank Light of Silver City,
and James Weddell of Las Cruces.
The results of the examinations will
not be ki.?wn for several weeks.
u

A

Hit-lie- r

Health

I

'!.

"I have reached a higher health
level aince I began using Dr. King's
New Life Pills," writes Jaeob Springer, of Wet Franklin. Maine. "They
keep, my stomach, liver and bowel
worktitj. Just right." If these pHU
disappoint you on trial, money will
25c.
be refunded at All Dealers.

MAGDALEN A, N. MEX.
At the close of business on January 6, 1008.
RESOURCES

LIABILITIES

Loans and Discounts.) 66,790.72
Overdrafts secured
451.64
Banking
House and
Heal Estate
4.231.82
2,409.58
Furniture and Fixtures
CASH ON HAJfD:
Currency
.$7,876.00
,
Silver .
1,817.66
Gold ..
210.00

Capital
Undivided Profits
Deposits Subject
Check. ,.i
Time Deposits . .
Sundry Persons ,

.830,000.00

..

8,036.98
60.451.47
19.829.03
1.137.71

.
.

,

Exchange,
etc.,
hand
Cash In Banks

9,902.65
on
10,620.35
30,046.45
$124,454.21

$124,454.21

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO
COUNTT OF SOCORRO. ss.
I, J. 8. MaetavLsh, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
J. S. MACTAVISH. Cashier.
ATTEST:
JOHN BECKER.
M. W. FLOURNOT,
SOLOMON iLUNA, Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of January, 1908.
OSCAR REDEM ANN.
Notary Public.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND REST
By
W.

henttn, recreation,
No difference what has brought you to New Mexico
sport or observation you will like The Valley Ranch, et Pecos, N. M. Rvery- body doe, and the reasons 1 obvious.
There you find typical rancn me
PUliLISMED DAILY AND WEEKLY
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
with the privations cut out.
Thoy
fish, trap, or Jut simply loaf, and no one will bother you.
the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico. shoot,
have everything you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
Mot picturesque scenery,
to easy chHirs, and all at your disposal.
squirrels, as you prefer; (food horses, tents,
or
bear
paths,
roads
beautiful
and
WILLIAM F. BROGAN cabins or houses, fine bolird and last and best of all, & Jolly good crowd
S. STKICKLER
ladies and gentlemen.
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIUfcNT
AND YOU CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOMjARS A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The Citisen office, or address Valley
Ranch, Pecos, N. M.
SUBSCRIPTION RAPES

llii

rs

;

Om frtLT hy iixiil In advance
Una month by mall
On month by cm rrk-- r within city limits
mm wviMid-dnmatter at tlie Portofflce
Act of Omjrrcsa of March S, 18It.

Knterat
mmAmt

?2

w

cVf

Alboqnerqn,

AIl!QrKRQn5 cmZEN IS:
CTCT7.EN

1909

F. H. STRONG
STRONG BLOCK

FURNITURE, RUGS
A "PRINCESS" BRESSKR
T
ls the swellest thing you can put In a bedroom with your brass
bed. Why? Because it's conrenient and at the same time artistic,
yet our price for It la far from prohibitive If your Income is beyond that of a day laborer's. Will you see It? Admission
ml.

fe

WE SELL FURNITUPE

vers

rs?v

HAS!

The fluent equipped Job department In New Meleo.
The latent reports by Associated Prern and Auxiliary News Service.

Farming

IT OYSTKRS arc brought direct to us fram the cltolcort beds of
America. They are shucked Into

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST.
"STATEHOOD FOR NFW MEXICO"

DEALERS

Implements

:

We especially desire to call your attention

our large line of

Walking

and Sulky Plows, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrows, Cultivatcrs; Hay
Presses, the Improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially
adapted for Alfalfa Fields. Siudebaker to agon s the only kind
worth buyiDg or having. REPAIRS: We cany a complete stock of
repairs for our line of goods.'

War ancl Humor

i

i

Globe-p.-mocra-

E3

Largest and Most Complete Line Ever Shown in This City

porcelain owes, tsealed and packed in
Ice, which never comes In contact
with the oysters. Tlie use of the
Is the secret of
Kctilsliipt carrier
I heir superiority.

One of the most amusing fentures of the International gossip of today
Is the fact that while other countries are free in their predictions of war between the United States and Japan, there is more peace In both of these
countries than In nearly any other country In the world.
t.
of recent date, contains a sensible ediThe St. Louis
That
torial upon the situation, which states It correctly in a true light.
paper ays:
(Europe's false prophets who have been predicting on immediate war
for
between the United States and Japan are getting some work cut out
With a poetic propriety, too, France, which has gener
thom nearer home.
The
by the new portents.
ated most ofthese fakers, is the first to be hit
breaking out of the civil war in Morocco, over which Franco exercises a
other
theoretical guardianship, raises up a specter for Paris and some of the
European capitals which is as sudden and almost as ominous as was the
new of Bonaparte's escape from Elba when it burst upon the congress of
Vienna,
Morocco's war is a war between a de facto itnd a de Jure sultan
weaker side. Just as
and Prance is on the side of the del Jure, which is tothe proclaim
that Morocco
Franc was about to evacuate Casablanca, and
waa pacified, the rising against the de Jure monarch throws the whole scheme
Into confusion, and the Jealousies of Germany and some of the other powers
Even Spain. France's immediate
tiave a. new incentive to assert themselves.
out to
partner In that "pacific penetration" of Morocco which has turned
disagreeable
ba the reverse of pacific, finds perils ahead which are almost as
ago. The
to her as were the menaces of the Cuban disturbance of ten years
holy war which is threatened by the pretender In Morocco is a portent for all
When the Mohammedans run
the countries which have Interests there.
amuck, as they threaten to do now, all white men look alike to them, and
all are marked for slaughter.
Still more of a portent, though this affects Germany directly, is the
lnginj of the 'Marseilles" in Berlin, In the popular revolt for the ballot,
The "Marseilles" Is the battle hymn
which threatens to be renewed today.
heard that
of the republic, and is a French battle hymn at that. IBerlln
aong In 1848. but at that time the tension between France and Germany
The
was not as great as it has been in the third of a century since Sedan.
body of Rouget de Lisle, the young Strasburg officer who composed theg
hymn, has been moldering in ita grave over a century, but his soul Is march-Inon.
Prussia's populace, disfranchised under the absurd electoral
as
acheme of that country, are speaking out almost as loudly and as boldly
they did to one of William ll.'s ancestors a little over a half century ago. Not
Ince the "Vinch days" of 1848, when the Berlin populace demanded a
froiu Frederick William IV., has that capital seen such tempestuous
times as it had a few days ago, and as It may have again today. Frederick
William was a dabbler In liberalism so long is it kept outside of the frontiers ef Prussia, but he was compelled to grant a constitution at that time,
In Prussia as
though he withdrew it In the reaction shortly afterward.
Prussia is a little more modlaewhere history has been busy since 1848.
ern now that it was then. On the scale of today, however, its electoral law
Is as antiquated as that of half a century ago was, and the populace have
more ways of expressing their dissent than they had then.
How marked is the contrast between Europe's turbulence and Ameri-ca'- a
r
Japan's cabinet crisis, with the poverty in resources In the
calm!
which It reveals, is a notice to the world that war is the last thing that
That country's impoverishment under the load of
is wanted by Japan.
the
taxes which the Russian conflict of 1904-0- 5 caused, binds Japan to keep
She Is showing marked evidences or this
neace for manv vears longer.
mood in her attitude toward the United States, especially as her race trouble
It Is
ttrlnva hai-- Intn ri irree men t with some of England's dependencies.
easy to believe the report which comes from London that England finds that
Japanese alliance of 1905 exceedingly embarrassing In the present exigency.
the treaty Is
The rumor that some of her ministry would like to terminate
England's Interest would be better served by cutting loowe from
plausible.
or 1906
Jidui at this moment than it is by clinging to her, but the apact
peacemaker
As
which ha still several years to run, stands In the way.
Edward VII surpasses President Roosevelt and all the other potentates who
are extant, but Europe and Asia are generating gome problems whicn
Germany seeks
threaten to resist the Bpell of that monarch's hypnotism.
an alliance with "the United States as an offset to the combination which
England has built up against her, but the United States hands will remain
aa free In our day as they have been through the more than a century which
haa passed since that policy was promulgated by the country s first prel
And thus while troubles of one sort or another confront every nation
dent.
of Europe and Asia, the United States Is making a triumphal peace march
down the Atlantic and through the world's seas.

I
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No other
fowl deteriorates so
rapidly as the Oyster. Its habitat Ut
the ocean. It reqiihes coolness and
absolute, freedom from exposure to
the uir In order to retain Its delicate
llavor and Its whoicsomcneHS. REAL-M- I!

Hie leading Republican daily atid weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
Tb advocate of Republican principles and Umj "Square Deal."

THE AUH'QrKRQVF

14,

N. M.,

Tim only illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico and fhe be
medium of the South went,
THK

JANUARY

Prices the Lowest

Quality the Best

Write for Prices and Descriptive Catalogues.
ACTING GOVERNOR JAFFA ED

VISITS RELATIVES

LAVELLE SAID
BE

TO

MclNTOSHIHARDWARE
iL.

LOSING HIS

SSSm

GO.

WholealOi and Retail

i

MIND

IN CITY

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

Has Re An Illinois Court Adjudges
Him Incompetent to Admin
ceived No Official Keport
Ister to His Own Affairs.
on Progress of State-- ,
hood Party.

Secretary Says

He

SI. lioiils Wool Market.
St. Louis, Jan. 2i. Wool steady;

All Under One Management

unchanged.

New York Metal Market.
Kew York, Jan. 24. Lead quiet,
lake copper quiet 13
Friends and acquaintances of Ed $3.7013.75:
Hj l4; silver 55i)C.
Lavelle, who was a lesident of this
Nathan Jaffa, territorial secretary olty for years and one of the best
ClilniKo Produce Market.
and acting governor, accompanied
Wheat May 1024; July 8sV4
Mexico,
by his family, reached Albuquerque known characters of New
V4 ;
July 60.
t.'orn May 6 1
today and will be the guest of his having come to the country with the
oats May r2 Vt ; July 4 5.
relatives Walter Jaffa and Benjamin railroad, will bo greatly surprised to
Pork J. in. 12.67'i: May $13.17
Jaffa and families, over Sunday. The hear that he has been adjudged by
Ijird January $7.72 4 7.75; May
acting governor, despite the fact that by an
8.00.
Illinois court to be incompe $7.97
hels holding down two of the hard
Ribs Jan. $6.72 ; May $7.00.
est official positions in New Mexico, tent to administer to his own affairs
Is looking well and appears to be In und that a conservator nas buen ap
Kaii-Mlily l.lvcwtock.
pointed to look .utter his business
the best of epIrlU.
Kansas City, Jan. 24. Cattle re
Mr. Jaffa talkej iult.i liedy to a for him.
steady. Southern
celpts 2,000.
Luvelle, accompanied by his wife, steers $3.65 fwMarket
tre afC'i'zen reporter
cows
4.75 ;
southern
fairs of the territory.
has made several trips across the $2.75(3.60; stockers and feeders
I have no advices from the gover country the past year, Lavelle him $3.25(ir'4.50; bulls $2.90 fr 4. 1 0; calves
nor as to the statehood outlook in self making a trip to his old home In $3.756-25- ;
$3.90
western steers
Washington," said Mr. Jaffa, "jut Ireland.
After returning from the 5.00; western cows $2.60 (i 4.25.
we are all hopeful that he may be old country, he went to Los Angeles.
'Sheep receipts 2000. Market strong
able to accomplish the task ne has He returned to Albuquerque after a Muttons $4.25 0 5.00; Iambs $6.25
set for himself of getting some sort very few weeks stay on the Pacific 6.90;
range
$4.50?6.00; fed
as to the ad coast. He disposed of some business ew es $4.25 wethers
of an understanding
i 6.00
into the property he owned here and made
mission of the territory
union. 1 feel confidant that no one second trip to the east, going, It Is
1ilca
Livestock.
could do more toward that end than believed to visit friends In Illinois,
Chicago. Jan. 24. Cattle receipts,
He has, however, a It was only a short time, when he
the governor.
large number of affairs vitally con was back again. When the money 1500. Market strong to 10c higher.
and heif
cerning tnls territory, to bring to the stringency came last fall, Lavelle Beeves $3.65 (li 6.1 0 ; cows $ 3.25
fi 4.00;
Texans
attention of the various officials in became frightened and drew a large ers $1.604.6S;
Wushlngton and will be kept very amount of money out of the local calves $5. 007.00; westerns $3.70rq)
busy while in the National capital.' banks. The money was the savings 4.65; Blockers and feeders $2. 60
Mr. Jaffa spent this afternoon vis of his life time. His friends then 4.60.
Sheep recelpts.5000. Market strong
iting his many friends here and en- - suspected that ho was losing his
Westerns $3.25 5.50 ; yearlings $4.90
Jcying the line climate for which Al mind..
western
buquerque is noted.
The weather
During the lust few weeks he re fa5. 65;i lambs $5.00 7.00;
here today, which was so warm one mained in Albuquerque
he acted $5.00 7.00.
could wulk about without an over queerly. He told his friends that his
New York Money Market.
coat was In striking contrast to the wife was losing her mind and that
merNew York. Jan. 24. Prime
climate at Santa Fe, where yes:erday he was going to take her to relatives
cantile paper 6fi 6'-- per cent; money
living In Illinois.
it was :uite cold.
on call easy H44 per cent.
Mr. Jaffa told a Citizen reporter
Hud Been Drinking.
71
According to the Qulncy, Illinois, Atchison
that he would not leave this city until
87
Preferred
Sunday evening or Monday morning. Dally Herald, Lavelle has been In
97
York Central
In 'the Interim, he will visit friends considerable trouble since he left New
Pennsylvania
..112
and learn as much as possible of toe Albuuueraue.
He has been in his Southern
74
Pacific
cups a great deal.
local political situation.
122
Mr. Jaffa, before assuming the of
The Herald says regarding the ap I'nion Pacific
83
Preferred
secretary, was for polntnient of a conservator for him
flee of
49
The St. Lout Times, like several other papers of similiur Uk. sets noth years a territorial
yes Amalgamated Copper
county
busy
he
was
court
of
where
Roswell
"Toe
resident
Japan.
war
with
28
IT. S. 9
in hut un attempt on the part of the president to force a
s terday afternoon
arranging
the
city
for
one
is
of
the
head
of
that
still
atan
such
91
The Times does not openly charge the administration with
Preferred
largest businesses. He is a man with
of those persons who are unable
tempt but it conveys that impression in a subtle editorial, which Is as amus- a. clean private and public life and no care
to care for themselves.
The first
ing as'ii Is silly.
one man In the territory has more case to be disposed of was that of
The Times, also overrates the strength of the Japanese, both on land friends and fewer enemies.
Edward Lavelle, the old gentleman SEND UNITED STATES
and on eu, in an effort to strike fear In the hearts of its readers. to show
of who has figured so extensively In the
in
the
Mr.
been
has
Since
Jaffa
purposes,
the
than
The editorial is good reading, if for no other
of territorial secretary, ne has public eye the last few weeks. He
fortes are going, in an effort to dig fice
CRUISER TO KAYTI
lengths to which the
the affairs of that import first came to general notice from the
conducted
says:
The Times
p a real live war scare.
of the territorial government fact that he was staying at a local
ant
end
Conaggression.
foreign
American feeling always Is optimistic regarding
with efficiency and ability, and his hotel, with $2,200 in cash pinned up
uncon-ciousl- y
sciously foremost in reserve and resources, the country cultivates
Ivas proven him' one of In the folds of his shirt.
IK'S Molncs Will (io 10 Protect Am
appointment
any
fellow
other
an attitude of Indifference of sentiment as to what
Mr
big
men
While there were many people
of New Mexico.
the
erican Interests in I J a ml Consupreme
confidence
may, .do In the way of striking a first blow, because a
tney
hoarding
personal
a
time
offlco
at
at
that
took
the
victs Between (Jovcnimciit and
cash
Jaffa
exists among us that we will thereafter strike last and best.
merely to old Governor were taking the precaution to keep
sacrifice
and
Revolutionists lncrcusluif
perhaps
overanxious
Much humor has been poked in the faces of those
sober, while
Curry with his adniinls. ration.
Iavelle was keeping
ones who have stubbornly Insisted that the wily Oriental would not look pa
Washington, D. C, Jan. 24. Beproven so accept tanked up right along. His wife
nave
His
services
cifically upon an Invasion of the western ocean by our modern armada. Time able to the people generally and to was with him. and" through her In- cause of the disturbed conditions in
that it is only the ignorant, the the department of the interior with fluence and tnat of Chief Bobbins, llayti, and as a guarantee for the
uid stain the ooohDooher has pointed out subjects
of the Mikado who hate which he has constant dealings, that he was persuaded to deposit the cash protection of American Interests, It
kavage and the brutal element among the
America; that the refined, the educated and suave, all these were and remain he will be a permanent
the
In the Kicker National bank.
Four has been decided to dispatch
fixture
our great and good friends.
public affairs of New Mexico, even or five time since that he nas been cruiser Des Moines to that island
torpedoes,
ab
$5,000,000
of
Whitehead
vJatmn has contracted ahead for
though as he himself stated, he arrested for being drunk, and the with her headquarters in the vicin
aorbrng the output of that great factory for more than twelve months to does not desire and cannot afford to money was molting rapidly away.
ity of the
troubled section. The
Is
greater
reduced,
than
that
but
come.
Her army has not only not been
Mr.
At his own request. P. A. Leek gunboat Kagle, Citpt. Marvell comaccept public office.
Jaffa
arms.
fields
on
at
Kuropatkln
Manchurlan
manding, now (it St. Mare, will look
vast force which overwhelmed
many friends In Albuquerque will be bee, of G21
North Twenty-secon- d
None but her own experts know how formidable now is her great navy. She glad to learn that he is In the city
filed a petition to have Lavelle found after tle protection of those InterIn
trouble.
She
battleships
is
than rice.
iias raised more
Incompetent to care for his affairs ests until the arrival of the cruiser,
Were It the purpose of an irresponsible, elated and fanatic populace to
When the Stomach, Heart, or Kid and after a hearing tho court ap when she will resume her Burvey
upon
a
country
the
looked
is
a
get
which
or
weak,
nev nerves
then these
plunge. Into coiittlct at this time with
pointed August H. Vanden Boom, of work around the coast.
gans always fall.
Don t drug me the Kicker bank, as a conservator,
island empire's predestined Toe the time is Hi cnosen.
The Immediate rea.son for the Inor
folly
nor
the
Heart
only
Stomach,
stimulate
n
of
Mar
cause
is
and
pointed
there
out.
old, crease of the naval force In Haytlan
years
As the Time has
Is about sixty-fiv- e
Lavelle
I
simply a makeshift.
Kidneys. That
years prior waters was the receipt of a dispatch
will drive Japan to the extremity.
Get a prescrlpilon known to drug- and claims that for Beven
gists
as Dr. Shoop's Re- to his coming to Qulncy he was one today from Capt. Marvell. which. In
everywhere
Curry
say
knows
toGovernor
what
Is
position
not
Jusi
in
on the water addition to reporting the fact that
The Citizen
The Restorative is pre- of the chief riders
storative.
St. Mare had been retaken by the
bout dry farming, but the convention of dry farmers, which maje him an pared expressly for these weak In- wagon, never once losing his hold
see
to
it
is
nerves,
governor
the
farmers
all
wants
Strengthen
nerves.
these
side
g vcrnmont forces,
the
added that a
officer., can rest assured that
Hail St o nine! Trouble Cured.
build them up wi.h Dr. Shoop's Rebuildings had been burn- possible to get in New Mexico.
of
number
Having been sick for the past two eu
storative tablets or liquid and see
and that the property of an AmFree years
how quickly help will come.
a bad stomach trouble,
a tti.J Hiiht inn.-- , I a general row In Albuquerque yesterday, in which sample test sent on request by Dr. a friendwith
gave me a dose of Cham- erican had suffered.
Moines will reach Port au
Nothing promotes harmony In a netfihlmrhoo Shoop, Racine. Wis. Your health Is berlain's Stomach and , Liver TabThe
several ne'ghbors Joined.
surely worth this simple test. All lets.
They did me so much good Prince about February 1. She is now
like u couple of dogs, a few chickens and a llower bed.
that I bought a bottle of them and 01. her way from Boston to New
Dealers.
o
have used twelve bottles In all. To- York and will take aboard her reg
Governor Curry is a good man to have in Washington at the head of a
abis an
A pair of houe
day I am well of a bad stomach ular sunnlv of ammunition at the
The governor has forgotten more about New Mexico solute necessity
statehood delegation.
Cooper,
for home comfort. trouble. Mrs. John Lowe,
place and at Norfolk, Va., on
than roost member of congress will ever know.
W have a dainty assort ment in eithMaine. These tablets are for sale by latterway
to Haytl.
her
Druggists.
All
women
men.
er felt or oft khl for
Tlie l)es Moines Is in command of
'An Albuquerque boy Is believed by Ills parents to resemble Napoleon end children and our price are very
miss MAicgi i:ritf.
iiUcni.Y Capt. J. M. Potts.
Recently be changed the map or Europe ut leas; tne one r. ure. own
reasonable. C. May's shoe store, 314 graduate
Haven Normal
of
New
the
look anything like the original.
avenue.
West Central
School of Gymnastics.
Tioiee lino bran and shorn otily
Teacher of
physical training and dancing.
:0 icr 100 iHMincls. E. W. lev.
dioro-LATK- .
Roosevelt Is now preparing to mix things with the senate because some
DKUriOlN
FFE'S
1
317 South Arno street.
South Hn-- l Street. Phone IB.
Feel sorry lor me senate t
WALTON'S DRlti STORK.
of his appointments have been censured.

The Oxford Hotel
American Plan

216 North Second

$2.00 Per Day
Special Rates by the Week or Month

n

.

Centrally Located, Modern, Well Furnished.
Most Attractive and Convenient Place in the City.

The Oxford Buffet

em-M-

I

A la Carte

Positively the Finest Imported and Domestic

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
That the Market Affords.

Buffet Lunch
SKILLKD SERVICE

RATES REASONABLE

The Home Restaurant
Table de

"tfftat gap Crisis

1

ServiceWith Oxford Hotel

Large,

Hote-2- 07

West Gold

d
Room, Prompt, Courteous Service,
Music While You Eat, Number I Meals

Well-Lighte-

Breakfast

25c

Breakfast

Dinner

35c
35c

Dinner

Supper
PATRONIZED

BY

Supper

6 to 9
12 to 2
5:30 to 7:30

THE BEST PEOPLE OF THE CITY

The Myers Rooming House
904 South Third

Largest Rooming House in the City
Elaborately Finished Throughout, Thoroughly
Modern, Handsomely Furnished, Home-Lik- e
and Comfortable Rooms.

Rates Reasonable

Management of M. F. Myers

l--

i.

llT

;

xrw

Ad-di-

es

002-00-

THORNTON. THE CLEANER.
Located at 121 North Third street.
The only real steam cleaning plant In
are now better
the sou: hw est.
prepared than ever before to clean
anything that Is cleanable. la clean-I- t
ling, pressing and repairing clothes,
twe take the front seat. All we ask

Is a trial.

All work guaranteed. Sec- ond hand clothing bought and old.
Goods called for and delivered on
ahoit notice. Phone 4 80.

. Take
PeWltt'a Kidney and Bladder
They promptly relieve backPills.
ache and weak btrX. SolJ by J. H.
O Rielly Co.
jtMlM

...

FJIWAY,

JAT.RY

'ALBUQUERQUE

1908.

21,

SEVENTY-TW- O

REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

TO

Occidental Life Insurance Co,

Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.
G

TRY THE
NEXT DOOR TO POST OFFICE

Shoe Cs.
)

NOT BE MEMBER OF
r.

SUDDENLY

General Opinion IsjThat
People.WIIl

Out-of-Tow-

be Welcome.

n

t

j.i.

0C0000000OttO004K

The Fashion Cafe
215 SOUTH 5EC0ND STREET

AN IDEAL PLACE FOR DOWN
TOWN LUNCH OR REGULAR MEALS

HEALTHJOARD

Death Caused by .Complication of Diseases Funeral
Not Yet Arranged.

System of Fees Will be
by a Stipulated
Salary.

Sup-pUment-

--

r if

ir

him Chiffoniers,

Dressers m
Wash Stands

B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
and provisions

FREIGHT WAGONS

COAL

ANTHRACITE

Gano, Lauver,
Bellflower, Sheepnose
Dates, Figs, Oranges,
Lemons, Grapefruit
and Cocoanuts

LYLE
Post Office Opposite
XXXZXnXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Furnace,
Mleed.

Not
CLEAN GAS COK&
SMITHING COAL,
NATIVE KINDLING

roil

CASH

ONLY.

WO O D
TELEPHONE

01.

W. H. HAHN & GO.
It la very tmDortint and !n fapt
It la absolutely necessary to health
that we give relief to the stomach

promptly at the first signs of trouble.
Take something once in a while, especially after meal; something like
KODOL for Dyspepsia and Indigestion. It will enable your atomach to
10 us worn properly.
Sold hv J H
O'Rlelly Co.

nsoaotosososotx)Ksoaotosotosoososos

The MONTEZUMA GROCERY Co.
COPPER AND THIRD

Complete and Unexcelled Line of Groceries
Direct Importers of Italian Goods,
Lucca Olive Oil, Macaroni, etc

New Store

:

Fresh Stock Best Brands
:

LORENZO GRADI, Prop.

PHONE 1029

oomomomomcymcmomcmcmcmcmcM
WHEN UP TOVN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the

Gty.

Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Family Trade Solicited.

Carnos, Oph. D.

er

HAVE

AMERICAN BLOCK.
OERRJLLOS IXMP

APPLES

ir

While there fcems to be a large
The announcement
this morning
the ordinance,
which will
number of the merchants enthusiasthai A. V. Tegner. the contractor be L'nder
presented to the city council, retic over the proposed Albuquerque mud builder had
died during ;he lating to the city physician,
the city
HusinesM
Mill
trade excursion over nlgnt at his home at 711 'West Slate
tho Knstern Railway of New Mex- avenue was received with great sur- physician will not be a member of
.4
of health,
which
ico Into the Pecos valley, there la a prise. While he had been slightly the cliy board
'
is the case now, and instead of rehpJvi
marked "don't care" feeling on the indisposed for more thaji a month
fees for his work, he will be
pui't of a fetv wholesale merchants, and Imd not left his home during ceiving
paid a stipulated salary of $100 a
.y ho it would seem, would
be mostly that lime, he w
able to be up and month.
benefited by such" an excursion. Sev- about hU home yesterday and retirThe ordinance In detail, Is as fol.
mereral Albuquerque
wholesale
ed at 10 o'clock last evening in fairchants have paid that, they did not ly good health and in good njitrits. lows:
Big
. Oak,
ORDINANCE XO. 405.
believe that they would ' have th
Tho cause of his demise is given as An' Ordinance Fixing the Salary of
Mission.
lime to make the trip and further a complication of diseases, the sympthe City Phylcian.
that all of their employes were busy tom of consumption and heart disby
Be
Cliy
it
ordained
Council
the
and could not be spared.
ease being the most pronounced.
of the City of Albuquerque,
The retail merchants, however, and
Thomas Phelan. the attorney at
COME AND SEK THEM ON OUR FLOOR.
majority of the wholesale dealers law, a warm friend of Nfr. Tegner,
Seclon 1. That the City Phylcian
are willing and ready to make the was with Mr. Tegner when the end
trip or at least be represented on the came. Air. Phelan said that Mr. Teg- shall be a salaried officer, appointed
trip if a satisfactory date Is chosen. ner had not been sleeping well for as now provided by ordinance, an J
A large number of those signifying soxeral nights as the result of a swell shall receive for his services and dutheir Intention of going are In favor lug which had begun at his feet and ties, herln or In any other ordinance
named, the salary of $S00 per anof not having the excursion until was moving upward
308-31- 0
WEST CENTRAL AVE.
through the num, and such salary shall be In full
ifter the KIks' show, which will take body. It was known that If this
compensation
all
of
the
duties,
labor
place February 4th and 6th.. Some swelling could not be stopped it
and work Incident to his office, and
have suggested that it would be a would cause death- - If
reached the In no event and under no circum
good plan to takp the show along and heart. However, there it was
Indino
put it on over ut Kosuell. The peo- cation that the end was so near at stances shall extra compensation be
"OLD RELIABLE."
ESTABLISHED IS!.
salary fixed by tnls
allowed. Hut
ple would like it.
hand, last night wnen Mr. Tegner section shall the
be full compensation
Just at present a large number, retired.
Mr. Phelan
says that the for all services, work and labor of
Lm
in fict, nearly all the nierchants.are
sick man slept soundly until
every kind whatsoever rendered by
engaged In taking their annual In 1 o'clock, when he noticed a about
proCity Physlcliyt under and In disventory. For this reason, Col. Sellers, nounced change in the beating of the said
charge of the duties of said office.
who is doing the work of the compulse. He telephoned l)r. McLand-res- s
Section 2. All material used by
mittee appointed to ascertain
the
but before the doctor arrived
City Physician in disinfecting
number who will go, says that it Is death had claimed lis own. The end the
fumlgathig ns required by ordinFLOURGRAIN
very difficult to get a definite an- cams peacefully, only a gasp mark- and
ance, shall be piild by the City Treasswer from many. The majority say ing the departure of the spirit.
urer out of the funds of said city.
Carries the largest and Most Uxcluslve Stock of Staple Grocer1 es In
that they will go If the date Is agree
A. V. Tegner was born at Copen3. All money received by
the Southwest.
able. On account of the inactivity of hagen, Denmark, October 10, 1872. theSection
City Pnysielon for disinfecting,
several members of this committee His parents are otlll living at his fumigating
all o;her services
and the Inability of others to act on birth place. He completed an ap- rendered by and
as City Physician,
FARM AND
account of business reasons, definite prenticeship In Denmark and gradu- save monies him
received for buslal
arrangements have been very much ated from the National university at permits
shipping
receipts
and
retarded.
Copenhagen.
He came to America shall be paid by him into the City
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
RAILROAD AVENUE.
Tho committee having In
charge at the age of 19 years and began his treasury,
report
a
monthly
and
the
of
the matter of transportation has had life's occupation as a contractor and work done and money received by
its report ready for some time. The ri.ih.er at Newark, N. J. He was him as such City Physician shall be
Santa Fe has agreed to furnish a v eil known and respected among the made by him to the City Council,
special train to carry 100 persons for contractors of the city as an expert said
report
contain an Itemzed
SI. 400. and the Pullman company mathematician,
an absolute friend statement ofshall
all the transactions of
days,
cars
will furnish
for four
the and a forgiving enemy. He was said City Physician,
money received
length of the time the trip will con- charitable to a fault,
Is a Priceless Possession, and
done, houses fumigated and
work
sume, for 145. It Is estimated that
Mr. Tegner was driven to New disinfected, indigent patients treated
you
should not allow youreyes
per
per
trip
will
cost
$20
Mexico
about
tho
in lstOl Tor his health by an
professional calls made during
son for car fare and Pullman. This attack of pneumonia, which result- and
to be treated except bya comthe
month.
of course does not include the cost of ed In tuberculosis.
He made his
petent optician or occulist. I
4. The City Physi'Ian shall
home on the ranch of Thos. Phelan, beSetcion
meals and Incidental expenses.
under the direction,
supervision
will tell you free just what
suggested
this
of
Colonel Sellers
south
the city, when he first came
control of the board of health of
I can do for your eyes, and
morning that the number to make and the change for a while greatly and
the City of Albuquerque, but he shall
the trip be limited to 100, and thai benefitted him. He finally became so not be a member of the said hoard
GUARANTEE TO DO IT.'
first come will be first served. Of strong that he came to the city and of health. And no expense shall be
course, should 105 want to go, 'the opened an office.
114 West Central,
Incurred toy
City Physician exextra five could be crowded Into the
He was udept at his business. The cept upon an the
of the board of
order
PHONE 451.
three Pullmans. It is estimated that Albuquerque
Telephone' Kxchange health or City Council.
building, the Whitten
three Pullmans, will carry .comfortablock, the
Section 5. AH ordinances and parts
bly 100 persons. The reason for Ho- Temple Albert arid the new
of ordinances in conflict
herewith
iking the number to 100 is to make
building now In course of are hereby repealed.
Th
finest' Coffee' Substitute ever
,
It an incentive for those who want construction are monuments of his
has recently been produced by
day of
Passed this
190S. made,
You
Shoop
Wis.
Dr.
to make the trip to demonstrate It handiwork.
A LOOK
of Racine,
Attest:
Approved:
don't have to boll It twenty or thirHe is survived by a wife, no childin some tangible way.
It was sugty
minutes.
"Made In a minute."
AT OUR LINE OF
gested this morning that each per- ren having been born to the union.
City Clerk.
Mayor. says the doctor. "Health Coffee" la
son desiring to go deposit with the Mrs. Tegner is deeply
affected by
really
Imitation
Coffea
closest
the
proper committee half of UU fare her husband's death. Her relatives
ever yet produced. Not a grain of
at once and pay the other half when in New Jersey have been notified BELL MAKES PLEA
real Coffee In it either. Health CofOne or more of our various ttykt used
handed his ticket.
and no' funeral arrangements wi:i lie
Is made from pure
fee Imitation
in buiiatu
toasted cereals or, grain, with malt,
This will have to be decided at a made until they are henrd from.
nuts. etc. Really it would fool an
Mr. Tegner was a Forester and an
meeting of the general comniklee,
FOR ARMY CANTEEN expert
HELP
THE
BUSY MAN
unknowingly
to
were
he
President Prooka said this morning Klk, and it is very likely that these
drink It for Coffee. C. N. Brlgham.
he would call when tho subcommitlodges will have charge of the funertees are ready to report. Another al. .
IXjO liATE TO CLASSIFY.
TALK IT OVER VITH
SI ore DruiiLriinesN
anal Desertions
th ng to lie i.ecided by the general
slnev Abolition f System From
committee is .he matter of taking
FOR SALK Four fresh Jersey cows,
the Service.
4 miles south of stock yards, J. C.
persons living outside of Albuquer- AMATEUR NIGHT
que on the excursion. Several have
Remenderfer.
BOOK-BINDE- R
W.ish'ngt'in. I. C, Jin. 24. To
made application for the privilege of
settle
FOR KENT Modern house, furnishcertain
important
RUBBER STAMP MAKER
going on tne excursion and it is the
AI THE CRYSTAL iuet:on of fact relative to the army
ed, lurge yard, shade and fruit
opinion of some that the permission
trees. No sick people. $35.00 per Phone 924 : 312 VV. Gold
canteen system ant to meet the asAve.
should be gran.ed.
providing that
sertion that the repeated applicamonth. John M. Moore Realty Co.
each person pay his share of the
Little Ivan Meehau, well known lo- tion of the war department tor the
first cost. It is said that a large cally as a master fancy and trick repeal of the law which abolished
majority of the members of the New roller skater will be the star attrac- the canteen a not based upotl facts
Mexico Wholesale Merchants association at the Crystal theatre tonight. Major (ieneral Hell, chief of staff,
ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCItion living In various parts of tne Although but an'amatuer.
people say has caused a careful study of the
territory want to make the trip.
that Ivaim work comjuires favorably matter to be made ami i full record
AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
Colonel Sellers of the soliciting with that of professionals.
He will prepared with a view of placing becommittee said this morning that he be assisted upon the bill by a local fore the secretary of war the reasons
Automobiles dally to point In
had seventy-tw- o
names on his list of
ui cornm uueustH and some why the law should be repealed. This
the Kstancla Valley. Special ear
those desiring 'to go and that he nail vocallHts.
AT
It Is the avowed inten- statement forms one of the principal
to Golden, San Pedro and other
a large number yet to see. He did tion of the management to hereafter chapters in his annual report. Gen.
points.
not do any canvasing yesterday.
present a change of faces each vaud- Hell reaches this conclusion:
Automobiles for rent by the
That the people living along the eville night Patrons should bear in
"When the tfanteen was in operaday or hour in and about the city.
road to be truveled are awake to the mind that no raise in prices In made tor there were fewer desertions,
Parties holding special round trip
coming of the excursion is evidenced for amatuer night
f wet- fines and fewer confinement
ticket to Estanda and return may
by letters and reports which are beThe two Illustrated songs upon tills by sentences imposed by courts marexchange them for hourly service
ing received dally by Albuquerque bill are. "In the Shadow of the Ma- tial, less alcoholism and less venereal
in the city or other points.
merchants and members of the com- ple on he Hill" anj "They
than prior to Its estibllsh-rnen- t.
All
For further Information Inmittees.
Spoke Well of You." The oua'rtette
The morals and discipline of
quire at the General Ticket office
The following received by Colonel of moving pictures are all clever and ;he army have suffered, though, of AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
and garage, 408 V. Copper
Fellers this morning Is a sample of three of them are extremely laugh- course, no one should be so narrow
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
the letters being received from the able They are called "A Square as to ascribe to the abolition of the
towns along the cut-of- f:
Deal." "An Experience Wiih Tignt canteen feature all evil effects."
Col. D. X. B. Sellers.
Hoots," Following a Flying Muchlne"
ieii. liiil iiutki-a strong plea for
Albuquerque, N. M.
and "Fighting of AH Nations."
of a reserve of 50,000
At th.- - i
Dear Sir:
the children's prize ma.lnees tomor- men. and umlt-- r 40 yearn of age, and
Please advi.se rif- - wnen vnir trade row afternoon an array
of new toys who have served one enlistment in
and pick up a few of th many barexcursion will be here and how long and gifts will greet all youngster.
tne ugiilir army. He would
pay
gain in just the thing you need now
you Intend to stop here. I want to
these men from $24 to $32 per an
$1.50 men' corduroy pant now tl
get together a delegation of citizens
num, holding them subject to call
Beys' SO and 60c corduroy pant,
to meet you.
WILL GIVE SOCIAL
:
in
size 4 to S
das' training each year.
by
It
The Kl Paso trade excursion stop
ieneral Iiell also urged an increase
Bcya' knee pant
lte
ped here 4 5 minutes but we hope you
In army pay.
report embraces
Meal.
The
bib
'Men's
overall
4te
win stop longer.
ALVARAOO a complete plan for the reorganizaMen' heavy ribbed underwear., lie
The work here is very Important
tion of 65,000 men. without denuding
Ladles' heavy ribbed underwear
and we would he pleased to show the
every military station.
Children' heavy ribbed underAlbuquerque people around.
The MuiUigiiiiiiU tsf JHg JIoH'l Will
wear
10c and Ste
110 Eiit Coal Avenue
santa, re R. n. Co. Is spending about
tain Tomorrow IHcnlnj; by till,
35c and SBc glass bowl
"A THOItOl (.IIHRI II TUAMP"
lte
nan ii minion oonars here and we
4 is
Cotton blanket
lWIMTIl TO PIJ'MSK.
ing- Informal Punir,
are going to have a good town.
J. ,J. Smartwood's "Thoroughbred
See our circular for hundreds of
Please keep me advised and oblige.
Tramp," which was shot at a comother bargain.
P. MATTEUCCI
Yours truly.
The management of the Alvarado fortably well filled house
at the Klks'
UJOXAHD A. HAItDIK.
announces that it will give a danc- theatre last night
CASH BUYERS' UNION
in four spasmodic
ing party tomorrow evening to the
STORE AND REPAIRS
was a very poor portrayal of the SHOE
122 North Sicood
s.vn Knws special hm.k.
guests and patrons of the hotel. The acts
genus hobo.
dancing will begin immediately after
According to the program there
Green
pktc of iihi Hakes
25c dinner. The music will be furnlwhed were twelve people In the cast. nln
3 ih
of bnnilnv
Consult a Reliable
in by the Dlmauro orchestra, which fur- men and three women. Some appearDentist
lbs of washing soia
I0c nishes music for the hotel Sunday ed and some did not. Kach 'of the 105
c.ik.. scouring
soap, l cake
evenings. The affair will be entirely men had two guns and good trust
Full Ret of Teeth.
of t;i r H';ip anil 1
cake of
Informal and promise to be delight- ammunition was burnel In a most
$1 M
p G Q
Gold Filling
glycerine soap
in ful In the extreme.
spendthrift manner.
were two
Crowns
Gold
Cleaned currants
This is the firs-- affair of the kind tragedies and many There
ii.
espkir of corn starch mid ! pkgs
the hotel management has attempted capes. There should hairbreadth
have been a IV. It. Orcnilorff, Slgr.. 120 West Gold Painless Extracting
of gloss starch
25c for more than a year and avery ef- moral to the piny but H was ohscured
glasses of Jelly
2Bc fort will be made to make It a
nils Week
by smoke and the inarUcuIatlon of
cans of deviled ham
ALL WORK AIISOLITIXY
I.I'AK- 25C
The hirge dining room will be the lines.
BIG
MOYING
PICTURE SHOW
Holl.md Herring
5c cleared for the dancers.
AXTKED.
The scene was laid In Colorado
lb brh k of co, Jlsh
He
1
with an attempt at mining camp life.
3 two lb cans of
tomatoes
Trial Catarrh treatments are being The plot was quite Impossible, and
25c
Ladlt-per
;ipricots.
souvenir matinees Tuesday
r.ircy
c:n
20c mailed out free, on request, bv L)r. there arc tramps In police court here
"hoop. Kaclne. Wis. These tci-- j are every
FriJays;
and
Children' toy matinee
day that discount the tramp every
proving to the people without a
"
aif,
Till-- MA7.K.
VJi
ii Hoe
Saturday; complete change ot
makeup.
for
penny's
great
cost
the
value
of
this
Win. KIKKK. Proprietor,
program
Thursday;
grand
amateur
prescription
known to
o
Iruggists everywhere as Ijr. Khnnr,'
Choice Alio bra ii ami Mltort
only carnival Friday night.
ITF'R iiomf Made
r
ltemedy.
100 pounds. K. W.
by
raiarrah
5ol4.
A few choice front seats, JOo; no
All $1.64)
WALTON'S VHia bTORE.
DIIS. CO VP Mid PBTTIT.
Dealers.
602-CSouOl llr 8lnt. Iluiie Jtt. raise' in price.
HOOM 12,
. T. AAM1JO IILDO.
Luna-Strlckl-

PHONE ??9

h

if

GOOD SIGHT

David N. Combs, Proprietor

ON THE MARKET

1

LOWER THAN EVER IN PRICE

ed

C. H.

FRUITS

-

r

-

C30etKC000aV3

Catering for Private Parties, Banquets, Home
Receptions, etc., a Specialty

THE FINEST

r

tXKJ000OUC0C0C

We will serve everything the market
affords. We aim to make our meals
so good that you will become a regular patron of the place.

tt3oooocooooooo

i

ALBERT FABER

For Ladies will please you.
They cannot be surpassed.
k

VERY

:

PATRICIAfN7MOE

Simpier-Clar-

DIES

ON TRADE

CITY PHYSICIAN WILL

Mahogany, Blrdseye
Variety In
Maple and

NEW SHOE STORE
our

CITIZEN

m

J.H.O'Rielly,

President.

GO

EXCURSION

pro-

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

Joshua S. RaynolcU,

R E A D Y; WELL

CITIZEN.

II

Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

EVENING

Telephone 1036, and

Goods will be Delivered at once

THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All New Tables, and First CUu Treatment

Loose Leaf Devices

H. S. LITHGOW

Home
CooKing'
The
Columbus
Hotel

y,

Board and Room

$16.00

oeocooooooooou

HOPJ

MRS.M.E.NORRIS

Front
North First Street

'.

CRYSTALTHEATRE

,

jje-ces- s.

1

nvmp

Follow the Crowds

Per Month and Up
or
the Week, Day
or

t.-- n

s

CRAD1 & GIANNINI, Props.
109 South First Street

A

Ft.

le

FACTE

ALBUQUERQUE

rt.

EVENING

rniD.vv. j.ixr.tnv

CITIZEN.

1

PANAMA

mj

OE

wi

Kansas City, Jan. 24. John B.
CVlton
ill go to Lodl, Cat., to attend
a reunion of the survivors
of the

"Jayhawkers of '49." The reunion Is
to be held at the homo of Mrs. Julia
W. Ilrler, one of the survivors. Mrs.
Hrler Is now 94 years old.
The "Jayhawkers of "49" is the
name given to a party of thirty-si- x
gold hunters who left Illinois. They
crossed the plains with ox teams In
1S49.
After reaching Salt Lake City
the party went southward and
d
many weeks in the desert, enduring many privations that resulted
in the death of five members of the
patty. It was this party that discovered Death valley, since noted
of Its nitre beds and "Seotty,"
the gold miner.
The party finally reached a Spanish ranch near the head waters of
the Santa Clara river in Ventura
California.
The men ami
wi men had been fifty-tw- o
days withprovisions
out
other than oxen and
for the last five days they had been
without water. Mr. Colton, then a
young man of splendid
physique,
weighed only sixty-tw- o
pounds when
he fell upon the steps of the ranch
house.
Through It all Mrs. Rrler cared for
her three children and brought them
alive to the ranch.
Of the band of thirty-si- x
there are
fow only four survivors. They are
Mi. Colton of Kansas City, Mrs. Brier
of Ixidl, Cal.; John Grosscup of Lay- tonvllle, Cal., and L. Dow Stephens
of San Jose, Cal.
Three members
have died since 1903.
Mr. Colton was asked about his
jge yesterday.
"I am 4 7," he said. "That's my
standard age. I shall never be old
er thfcn that."
Mr. Colton expects to remain In
California a month or more. After
tl'e reunion he contemplates a trlD
th a pack train to the head waters
of the Santa Clara, where the "Jay- hawkers' came out of the desert.
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SAVINGS

THE- -

FARM MACHINERY PEOPLE

'.V
ThU exunonllnary ilMto(rrnpU if royally was taken in tlio private paiace in opcnjmreii, uenmsrn, w
loves ta ily billiards. Tlie
linwn Alcxaiulra of KnglaiMl, the queen. h Is wfll over Iier Btxtleth Un-enr,
- Ilowager Kl.iwewt of KusHla, Is iruik-in- u
hIiowh Iier wUuulljig at the end of Hie Uiblo while lier, sister,
n

sl.ot over tlio

MINING
FROM

Md

NEWS
MAN y

CAM PS

River Consolidated property, a cro.s-cu- t
being run from the old Three
Forks tunnel to connect with the
shaft, through what was considered
rock country, showed heavy mineralization. The whole breast of the cut
koks like a fine quality of low
grade ore. The iranch or railway
being extended through the district
Recently
Is being rapidly pushed.
40 cars of rails
were unloaded at
Wamsetter. Miners on Ely mountain
vein of
rtcently opened up a
copper, and the entire district is
ready to turn out an Immense . ua
of shipping ore in the spring.
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TO ARM

ALL

J. Korber &

20-fo- ot

Ilulld Reduction 1'lunt.
Mansfield, Ariz. Information has
been given out that at u recent meet-In- ir
of tne Mansfield stockholders.
General Manager Richmond has been
li. strutted to Investigate and Inspect
plants, and has
various reduction
proceeded to Denver for the purpose
of securing estimates on a plant
which will handle Mansfield ore to
the best advantage. It is understood
that the contract will be given out
at once, and that the first section
of the plant will be built Immediate-
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Lttp wrytbing in stock to outfit tbo
most fastidious bar eomplato
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SUCCESS
NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE $CCCE$$.
BUT IN ORDER TO
HAVE SOME SUCCESS WITH WHICH TO SUCCEED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OTHER

THEY

f AT

I SUPPOSE THIS IS TRUE.

ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS, AND ANOTHER IS SOME 3IONEY. WE DO NOT FURNISH BRAINS IN SETS, BUT A PERUSAL OF
OUR COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP THE ONES YOU
IN THE
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT

THINGS.

EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAY
WARDS SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

TO-

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

HlllMiiliiiiiMMMiini
WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCL.

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

j

j j

mng-heali-

The State National Bank of Albuquerque

$879,509.56

Successors to
EAKIN. and RACIIEOn & GIOMI
10LK9ALM Of4Llff IN

non-glaci-

statement;

etc

Chat. Mellnl, Secretary
O. BachechI, Treasurer.

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jo 8.
Sohlitz. Wm. l.einp and St. IjoiiIs A. 1J. C Breweries: Yelleotone,
Green River. W. H. Me. Brayer's tVdar Brook, IjouIs Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
received from, the best Wineries
straight
article
But sell the
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
I
List. IsMied to dealers only.

gold-beari-

--

Ntw Muieo

qu:

Writ for Cmlalogu0

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

Krag-Jorgense-

llaii Many Member. Over 100
KnruUoU
Jotloii Culture
IMt Year Will IteMult In
targe Acreage Next
Year.
Portales, N. M.. Jan. 24. The local
camp of the United Confederate Veterans has a movement on foot to
toulld an old soldiers' home at this
place. The camp here is very strong,
over one hundred members feeing enrolled.
Mike Reynolds Is the captain and
Poke Williams the adjutant of the
camp. 'The camp will petition con
f twenty-fiv- e
eress for a grant
acres of a school section near town
A smart little street suit, built of
on which to build their projected elephant gray serge,
with bandings
home.
of white outlining the reams
and
The central school building which edges, may be made at a moderate
la being constructed of cement blocks expense. The Tiat Is a gracefully
ts nearln completion. The building
spreading one of gray felt trimmed
U a beautiful structure and will cost with a mass of coque feathers
In
over fifteen thousand dollars. W. F. subduel peacock colors.
Osborne Is the superintendent of the
chool. Five hunderd pupUs are en
Rank Foolishness.
rolled.
"When attacked by a cough or a
Ninety bales of cotton were harv cold,
your throat Is sore. It
when
or
ested from this community this past Is rank foolishness to take any other
large
medicine than Dr. King's New Disseason. The cotton was put In
4y as an experiment but has proven l covery." says C. O. Eldrldge. of Empire. Ga. "I have used New Discovacre
fine profit. tA half a bale to the
seven years and I know It Is the
was raised from sod without culti- ery
best remedy on
for coughs and
vation and it Is estimated that over colds, croup, andearth
all throat and lung
here troubles. My children
a thousand acres will be planted'Morris
are subject to
croup, but New Discovery quickly
this coming season. G. W.
gin.
put
cures every attack."
in a
and sons have
Known the
Another fine crop In this county world over as the King of throat and
lung
good
and
remedies.
Sold
yield
Is
under guaranta broom corn. The
at All Dealers. 60c and 11.00.
the Droduot sold for $85 a ton here tee
W. F. Tallant has been appointed inai Dottie free.
county surveyor for Roosevelt county, vice J. D. Hurley, resigned.
T. O. Iunlap has laid out a town
lte on. the Pecos river eeventy-flv- e
OF CONDITION OF,!
lilies west of Portales. A postofflce
' n been established to bear tne
N. M.
The town
i ime of Dunlap.
twenty-fiv- e
I
miles north of Iluch-unno- n
on the Eastern Railway of
New Mexico lines. Over a hundred
DECEMBER 3, 1907.
families are newly settled In this region.
The citizens of this county held a
mass meeting here last week to proLIABILITIES.
RESOURCES.
test against wJlat U considered an exvaluation
of assessed
rate
orbitant
.
.
...
In
i
.
...
Capital Stock
nHm un,l.
Loans
$515,750.77
OX Wl
tftiiuo. TYia rula
lien lawn
im at 17 fin rutr irrpi snd a netl-- !
Profits
Bonds
United
States
105,750.00
tlon was algned to ask a reduction to
$t per acre.
Circulating Currency
Banking House (Zieger bldg) 36,000 00
The Odd Fellows' lodge of this
1
Deposits
Vaults,
place have elected and installed ofFixtures,
5,489.9
ficers for the ensuing term: R. A.
216,518.88
Cash
Ba4n, N. O.; Ben Wood, V. ".', O. V.
Johnson, secretary, and W. H. Rhell,

WHOLESALE-Albuqatr-

Consolidated Liquor Company

United States Has Enough
Ammunition to Last a While
and Can Get More.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 24. Iliig-adle- r
General Crozier, chief of the
bureau of ordnance, in the course of
a statement made to the house com
mittee on military affairs, gave some
concerning
Interesting information
the government's preparation against
ly.
possible war needs of the future.
General Crozier said that the United
Kxpcct Greater Activity.
States had enough rifles to equip
Cripple Cretk, Colo. Greater ac- 731,000 infantry men now on hand.
tivity is promised for Cripple Creek
of which there
The
operators In the Increased sale of are 400,000, are being replaced rap- general stock!, owing to the larger Idly by the new weapon known offiproduction of values during the past cially as the model of 1903, of which
year. As many of the mines have 331,000
already are In use or on
been more productive as depth was hand. As fast as the "1903's" are
sained, several producing mines will distributed the Krags are stored for
Krect New Smelter.
emergency use by volunteers, or apMontezuma, Colo. Large capital bend every energy toward the rich
apparently un- - portioned among the organizations.
and railroad interests, In which the sulphide zone which
names of David II. Moffat and his delies the entire camp. The Deimon General Crozier said that if the gov
mine Is preparing to sink to the ernment and private factories were to
associates appear, are giving more Ico
level, and it is likely that run two shifts a day 1,500 new rifles
than ordinary attention to the Monte 1000-focould be turned out dally. The
zuma district. In addition to pushing the same formation will be encountmade the Isabella, Shurt-lof- f United States has on hand sixty milthe electric power plants and rail- ered whichFlndley
famous.
and
silver-leaamd
lion rounds of
roads toward this great
million
camp, it is considered almost final
and twenty-tw- o
munition
Vo HydrHiillo McUmkI.
rounds of ammunition for the 1903
that a smelter will be erected at
Sheridan, Wyo. Hydraulic opera- model Titles.
Kremmling, 40 miles distant. As all
accompany
the mines of Summit county would tions are likely to property of the
Crozier said relative to
General
the
the
furnish an immense quantity of ore work of dredgingMining,
certain Items In the eour million dol
and
Milling
Gold
Standard
for treatment, and the haul would
the ord
the X.lttle lar appropriation asked 'oy
the advan- Improvement company inwater
be all on a down-grad- e,
power nance department that experiments
Excellent
district.
Horn
company
tage to 'the
and the miners
are going forward constantly for the
pracwould be great. Many of the Monte- is available, and dltcnes were
determination of the most effective
year.
The
last
put
readiness
In
tically
smeltzuma mines are ready to ship
and
n
lake, lies and least dangerous explosive, pro
ing ore at once,
d it- is expected entire bansln, or fllled-lhe Intimated that considerable
Big
Horn
the
of
outlet
well
the
above
that within ninety days the Monte
it. and rress had been made. He adverted
zuma Mines Development company) river, which courses through
at to the fact that when all of the
Immediately
declivity
natural
the
reduction plant will be ready for
ran states have complied with the fed
gives
tne
basin
the
of
outlet
the
mining
are
men
action. Montezuma
tailings eral provision extending momentary
jubilant over the prospect, and h will necessary to dispose of is all expected
aid to such militia organizations as
come.
It
to
years
for
presvery
in
saving
large
the
mean a
their organization, equip
prove conform
will
method
hydraulic
the
that
handling
treatment
and
ent cost of
bed ment and discipline to that of the
to
at
be
believed
values
Immense
ore.
grades
of all
of
regular army, the regular army of
rock.
60,000 men can be augmented at
To Mino for (Jolil.
short notice by 110,000 state troops
Predges.
Finishing
Are
Breckenrldge, Colo. The success
Brigadier
General Sharpe, comDawson. Yukon Ter. The Risdon
of its neighbors in tne production of Iron
missary general of the army, contfan
of
Works
Locomotive
and
gold has finally Interested the Wellabout
under contract to fur- ferred with the committee
ington Mine company fn mining for Francisco are of
of dredges, various items of the six million dol
series
a
first
nish
the
felthat metal. Heretofore the big
that
are about to be launched on lar appropriation asked for by army
low has confined his energies to the which
property service. The estimates for the
placer
river
Stewart
Ihe
ore,
development of
bill are ninety-tw- o
held by the Tukon Basin Gold Dredg appropriation
of which it has opened tremendous ing
enterprise million dollars as against seventy- this
company.
That
stoptng.
ready
for
bodies that are
appropriated
usually eight million dollars
Vigorous along given lines and highly will likely prove more Inthan
recent cor- by the last congress.
Indicated
is
successful
Wellsuccessful In Its operations, the
from Alfred Thompson,
ington has been slow to change the respondence
A tickling cough, from any cause.
Canadian parliament.
of
the
member
policy of Its development. Now that
valley Is quickly Btopped toy Dr. Shoop's
river
Stewart
"The
said:
He
gold,
a
Cough Cure. And it is so thorough
it has become Interested In
offers probably the best field for ly harmless
and safe, that Dr. snoop
vigorous exploitation
of Its
In
the
known
now
that is
tells mothers everywhere to give 11
section Is looked for. The dredging
by
that
this
mean
I
even to very
without hesitation
production of the Reliance, described Yukonwellterritory. the
area, young
green
within
wnoiesome
is
babes.
The
it
on
up
to
day,
$1,000
running
a
as
the gravels are leaves ana tenaer stems or a
ground adjoining, Is believed to be and that, therefore,
mountainous shrub, furnish
and with few
responsible foV the big fellow's in- comparatively small,
curative properties to D. Shoop's
boulders, and that the ground. In the the
terest in the yellow metal.
Cough Cure. it calms tne cougn,
main, is thawed. These leases cover and heals
the bo re and sensitive
of
amount
enormous
an
and control
No opium,
bronchial membranes.
All rushing- Work.
the aurtr- - no chloroform, nothing harsh used
t gravel, w hich lies within
Slater, Colo. The open winter has erous belt."
Simply a
or suppress.
to Injure
allowed miners In the Three Forks
resinous plant extract, that helps to
ways.
district to push work In many
The Spaniards
If you want anything on earth, you heal aching lungs.
Hauling timber, building telephone can get it through the want columns call this shrub which the Doctor
Always
get
prouses.
Herb."
We
"The Sacred
lines and development work has
of The Evening Citizen.
demand Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. All
ceeded without delay. On the Snake
Druggists.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 24. The
open winter season ha been a great
help to mining men In continuing de
velopment and in bringing In supplies
to continue work. Many mines that
have formerly shut down during the
severe winter months have pushed
vigor. This,
along with unabated
added to the historical fact that min
ing Industries of every description
have greatly prospered after panicky
periods, Indicates that we may look
development
fur exceptloned
and
larger production during 1908 and
the years that follow.

Co.

J. D. Eakln, President
G. Gloml, Vice President.

ly

Open Winter Session Has
Been of Immense Benefit
and Prospects Are Bright

'
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ALBUQUmftQUC

Colonel Goethals Says Neither Jayhawkers of Forty Nine Will
Hold Reunion at Member's
Naval Nor La nd AttacR Would
Home In California.
Result In Serious Damage.

which concanal
tinued today. Colonel fjoethals nave
assurance that the Panama canal
when completed would be reasonably
aafe front military Invasion and ald
that Ihe chances of the crippling of
the canal by spies armed with dynamite will be very small, providing
rm'd Ru.irds are maintained at the
Wiraflores and Gatun locks.
Colonel
The locks themselves.
Goethils explained, are sufficiently
far from either coast to render them
ife from naval attacks. The Oatum
Jock i seven miles from the Atlantic
nd the Miraflores lock eight miles
from the Pacific. Shells fired blindly
over this distance. In the opinion of
the commission chairman, would do
very little harm. In discussing the
jiosslble Injury of the locks by spies
Colonel Goethals said it was not possible for one or two men to carry
euffU-ieii- t
dynamite to do much harm.
The change of plans which result- ed in removal of the locks on the
Pacific side to a considerable distance from the coast was approved
toy Colonel Goethals as a military
necessity.
In response to questions by Senator Hrandegee, Colonel Goethals
ships probably
aid that average
would be able to pass through the
canal In less than eight hour. He
oald there would be plenty of room
for fhlps to pass except possibly in
the Culebra cut, and also that more
than one vessel could occupy a lock
at the same time.
"The entire United States fleet," he
aid, "can be accommodated at one
time In Gatun lake, when completed."
Colonel Goethals gave It as his
opinion that the prevalence of slides
and pinches at different points on the
route of the canal would not greatly
hinder the canal construction and he
added that the engineers were gradually overcoming them. He also said
about
lie had little apprehension
earthquakes. In view of the fact that
there had been no serious seismic
disturbances
at Panama since the
seventeenth century.
Colonel Goethals said that the rec
orda concerning the canal left by the
French companies had been of great
value In the construction of those
parts of the French route followed
by the American engineers. Several
the
under
employes who worked
French are at present In the American force, among them being the
Of the French
chief draughtsman.
equipment turned over to the United
States, ue has been found for one
hundred locomotives, between two
hundred and three hundred cars and
four dredges.

TKIST CO.

MONTEZUMA

PARTY

CANAL

i. Interoeeanic

nxis.

QUEEN OF ENGLAND, OVER 60, ROLLS THE IVORIES

EASILY DEFEND

Washington, D. C, Jan. 24. At
the hearings of the senate committee

21,
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BUILDERS'

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Paint None
Native and Chicago Lumber. Slierwln-Wllllam- s
Uuildlnic fa per, Plaster, Lime, Cement, Glass, Sash, Doors,
Etc.. Etc.

ter.

J.

Bet-

Eta,

423 South First

C. BALDRWCE

NATIONAL- BANE
Albuquerque, New Mexico
-

OF

United States Depository

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company
$ 1 00,000.00

33,940.23
100,000 00
645,569.33
$879,509.56

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, 1907
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Bonds, Securities and P.eal Estate..
13U5.UUU.UU
U. 8. Bonds
4C5.1S4.40
ExchangS
J94.8SI.61
Cash In Vault
Cash Resources
Totals .

LIABILITIES

$i,74,m.i
1,193.71

Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

l.HT.m.H
'

,005,l.l

Totals

I 16M5I.0!
iOO.000.00

l.tS.0I7.60

.t.08,0.IJ

,Y, JANUARY

21.
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utes so that she can "punch" about
300 messages In a nine-hoday.
Tne transmitter, of course, Is automatic and will handle- about 4u.l or
600 words a minute.
The average
messago contains -- evenUen words.
The receiving typewriter needs the
attention of only one girl to put the
message blanks
Into the machine
and even he may be dispensed with
by
later
putting the blanks on a roller.
Ordinarily about 140 messages an
hour are received on one of these
typewriters. A first class telegraph
operator, using a typewriter, Is able
to receive nbout forty messages an
hour. Under extraordinary strain thel
Is Increased In slx.y messages.
The
faster the operators work the greater is the risk of error, and errors
means delay. The Barclay printer
makes no mistakes If the tape Is correctly punched. Whatever is put Into the transmitter in Kansas Clt
wilt come out at the typewriter in
Chicago ready for delivery.
The Barclay printer was produced
by John C. Barclay, now asl.stapt
general manager of the Western
Union Telegraph crmiany.
Jt is
made up, by addition a id Improvement of two printing telegraph machines , the Wheatvtnne
and the
Bucklngnam.
both owned by the
Western Union.. The Barcltiy uses
an exclusive alphabet made up of
dots and dashes nnd spnecs. One
wire may be operated through two
o that, conmachines a duo x
servatively 880 or 300 messages an
hour may be handled by
labor where formei ly r.ien were f
wno rece'vi'd $75 to $J0 a
month.
"First class npera?o-- i are scarce."
O. W. Brownsnu
manager of the
n esiern i tton ieiegraph company
said.
offices and news
"Brokers
papers snap up all the fiest talent
that has not iron Into thpr hr.,h.
es of business. The Rn relay solves
the problem. It will do first class
work cheaply and rapidly and any
one can operate it."

IIIL PREVENT
LNOTHER
STRIKE
Printing Telegraph
s
le Makes Expert
Unnecessary.
Op-tor-

Jan. 24. The next
operators strike If
do the country's business
up as it was a few
e tir-go. All such troubles are
the past, at least for the
Jnlon, and a' machine did It
relay printing telegraph
riatlc contrivance.
Three
i set up In that company'!"
ty office and are used dally
g and receiving messages
.his clly and Chicago and
Many are used through-as- t
and others will be put
...... .... company's offices as fast
as the factories can make the machinery.
Five hundred have been
ordered.
Years and years ago, when the
stock ticker was first used, 'telegraph
operators predicted that some day a
machine would be Invented that
would put them out of business.
The Whea.Mone automatic telegraph
trebled the carrying capacity of wires
and took the places of hundreds of
men. and now comes the Barclay
primer, a macnine wnicn a lecturer
in a museum would call the "marvel
of the mechanical world."
And it is a marvel. It is almost uncanny to see a. typewrite.- clicking
along at 'high speed and pouring out
messages that are ready for the mes- senger boy at the rate of 120 or 150
an hour! That's what the Barclay
printing telegraph does. The best
City.

;raph
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THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH
FOR SALE OR TRADE Nice room
Ing house, centrally located. A
ply at this office.
FOR SALE My farm of 30 acres,
one mile northwest of city. C. E.
Gleckler.
FOR" SALE ACharter Oak range,
good as new, and other household-furniturat 503 Roma avenue.
FOR SALE At a sacrifice Remington typewriter, like new. Milieu Studio. 215 West Central, Albuquerque, IN. M.
FOR SALE Best business proposition In city at 75c on $1. About
11,500.
Address B. 8. 6. Citixen.
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for II: 80 pound can for 36.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen. P. O.
Box 202, Albuquerque. N. M.

FOR RENT

OPPORTUNITIES

FOB BENT Furnlshd rooms and
board in the Highlands. 615 East
Central.
FOB BRNT Lnrge furnished room.
823 North Broadway.
Gentleman.
See Kyan, the expressman.
FOR RENT Typew Titers, all kind.
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
215 West Central.
FOB BENT Nice clean rurnlehed
rooms, modern. 30SH4 West Central avenue.
rooms for
FOB BENT Furnished
light housekeeping.
Apply at 109
East Coal avenue.
FOB BENT 3 nice modern rooms
tor light housekeeping. Apply 410
North Second.
WANTED
FOR BENT Episcopal church rectory. 318 West Silver avenue. Call
on Bev. Fletcher Cook, 608 West WANTED Young man experienced
In
grocery business who Is a
Silver avenue, or at the house.
good solicitor. Southwestern busiFOB BENT Bright sunny rooms for
ness association.
housekeeping; rent, reasonable, 624
gen t "to handle our line
West Central avenue. Inquire in WA NTKI-of families of suits made to order.
rear.
Must have some
experience
In
FO H ItENT Minn ea po t is, 62 4 So.
measuring. Write us. Tlchner &
Second St., rooms for lighthouse- Jacobl,
N.
Y.
Rochester,
keeping. Also bed room
Cheapest
in city.
WAlNTEL) To make your oid hats
sunny
Large
BENT
front
FOR
and clothes look like new, In the
car, west Gold avenue. Phone
room with board. 309 8.

non-expe- rt

PERSONAL PROPERTY

PAROLES PRISONER

:'::" 'Z .v.,,, 'f'
Every machine ins. ailed

w

.,

Three and a half acres first
class cultivated land, right on
mala ditch, three miles north of
town, price $300.00. Easy terms.

o o o

i

operate It.
takes the places of several first class
Fe. X. M., Jan. 24. Acting
operators.
It makes the first class! (; Santa
VHI
or Nathin Jaffa yesterday
operators unnecessary.
The girls
nn "rler for the parole of Ba- a laundry, If they are of
atron, who is serving a twen
dinary intelligence, can learn In an I"-"'sentence in the penitentiary.
'tour, 'io operate
it. The
.... ... - t . .
.
Ho began the sentence In 1S;I9 and
In the street In a little while to break vvitn Ilnlp off for good behavior and
any strike. As a natural conse-- 1 f'.ditlonnl 'allowance for working on
quence the Barclay printer hasn't ilne s'''"lc Highway has about three
many friends among the telegraph 'Pars niore to serve. The serious
of hls wife, and a petition
parts make up the Barclay: e1 by r0i,1Jents of Bio Arriba coun-Th- e
perforator, a typewriter taut'5' wnpre no was convicted, are
the tape, punching Into it sponsible for his release,
the letters of the message you wish ro,eAccording to r.ie terms of the pa-- o
Pi'tr,,n must report every three
send; the transmitter into which
the tape Is fed automatically, a con-- 1 tr onthstrlvance similar to tne Wheatstone
ur shirt and collar work Is per- transmitter, and the typewriter thati
A
leci. uur "iNMil'A I IU riNISH" Is
receives the mp.suns'A
proper thing. We lead others
the
can operate a tvDowrit'er ran iPr to
a. m ma jiiciumiur in iniriy mill- IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
ar
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o o o

acres of very good land,
three mile north of town, price
1500.00 cash.
Ten

o o o

Eight acres in alfalfa,
good
fence, adobe house, four and a
half miles north of town,
price
$600.00 cash.

I

v?c

I

Scuivtary

Tart Hum Ihi lilcd to Ex.
enipt Certain EuKiiiccrln

Officer.
Washington, Jan. 24.

Highland Livery

DRS. BRONSGN & BRONSON
Homeopathic Physicians
and
Over Vann's Drug Store.
Phone, Offlcv and Res.. 828.

DENTISTS

Seven acres good lund, all level
and under ditch, partly
under
cultivation, one mile from town,
on main road, price S1400.00 cash

o o o

acres of the best land
In the Rio Grande valley, all under cultivation (25 acres In alfal
fa), four wire fence, on main
ditch, title perfect, price 365.00
per acre, terms: one half down,
balance in one or two years at 8
per cent.
Sixty-fiv- e

o o o

And a great many others from
one to two hundred acres.

A. MONTOYA

y

MISS CRANE

W. L. IltlMBLt & CO.
LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and
changed.
BEST TOURNOUT8 IN THE CTTA
Second Street between Central ajaJ
Copper Avenue.

Don't Forget The

Thos. F. Keleher

LAWYERS

JAP-A-UA-

I

W1
THIRD STREET

408
R. V. D. BRYAN.
Attorney at Law.
Office, First National Bank Building.
Ainnquerque.
M.

Railroad Mvonua

Meat Market
All Klnd.4 of FreHh and Salt Me
Stenm SaiiHare t'netory.

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at I .aw.

EMIL KLIENWORT
Masonic Building, North ThiM Mm

Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.

JJXXXXXXXTXXXXXXXXTXXXXXXJ

HOME

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at I.ew.
Pension. Land Patents. Copyrights,
Caveutii, IrtC r Patents, Trade
Mark. Claims.
82 F. street, N. M. Washington. D. C.

Real Extate and Loons. Notary
THOS. K. D. MADDISON
Under an!
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.
army
amended order of the
reguluAttorney-at-Latiens certain army officers may not j
Offlcw ith W. It. Chllders,
be compelled to undergo the horse117 West tJold Avenue.
manship tent. Secretary Taft after
consulting with Gen. J. Franllln Bell CX)OCXXXXX)OOCXXXXXXXXXTncX)CX)
cniei or stan, today decided to amond
INSURANCE
For Kale at a Bargain. Furthe regulations so as v except from
niture and lease 12 rooms,
the horsemanship test the officers'
modern rooming house.
who have reached a cer.nin rank and
B. A. SLEYSTER
efficiency in the engineering
work
Sale
For
Bargain one store
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
of the army.
building. 80x100 feet, two
Public.
This will except several officers
stories and basement.
who failed to stand the recent text
Hooiiih 12 and 11, Cromwell Block.
by
ordered
President
Roosevelt
For Rent Store building on
AlOtiqiierqiie, N. M. Phone 136.
Among the officer are the following
West Central ave. A snap.
In the engineer corpn:
Wil
Colonel
A. E. W.UJiER
liam L. Marshall, in charge of har
bor ImproveniMnts In New York: Col
Fire Insurance.
onel William T. Ro.inell, stationed at
Tretary Mutual Building Association
Cincinnati, and Colonel Henry W.
219 South 2nd Strati
Z17 nM tvntral Avenue.
Adams, stationed at Buffalo and in
charge of Great Lake Improvements. UOCOC)0(XX3CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJO
No officer under the rank of major
FRENCH & ADA.MS
will lie excepted by the new order.
CN DE 1 TAKERS.
Lady Assistant.
TAKE NOTICE.
Embalming a Specialty.
Rio Grande Is the name of the
new and up to date rooming house
VETERINARY
at 619 West Central avenue. The Rio
Grande hus been leased by Mrs. A.
Sr.yder, formerly of Aurora, 111., and
WU.LIAM BEI.DEN
wjli be furnished throughout
with
Veterinary.
Surgery
new furniture not second
and IHmtlstrv a Specialty.
hand
402 South Ivlltli Phone 405.
goods. Everything will be first clans;
everything orderly; everything clean
as a pin. We kindly solicit the patDR. If. I). PETTI FORD
ronage of those who a predate such
Veterinary.
Therapeutics,
Practical
Obstetrics
conveniences. Rio Grande rooms will
surgery
on Horses. Cattle Hhn
ni
be ready for rent after January 22.
Hogs. Dog ami Cats.
Offloa
rifh
Suites for two to three to those who
i nornion,
me t'leaner, 121 North
.
wish
Third, Phone
No invalids
Hospital
or small
460.
and
Residence. 733 South Walter T?.i- children.
uence pnone, ezu.
MRS. A. SNYDER.

M. L. SCHUTT

"

MILLINER

DR. J. E. CRAFT
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Dental Surcerv.
Rooms 2 nnd , Harnett Building,: ,
tfiw. rvii..ii.., it-.- ...
THE OLDEST MUX IN THE COT.
i.i iik ni.irrr. .
"...
hen in need of sash, door, fraran
Appointments
made. Jy null.
etc. Screen work a specialty. 441
Phone 711.
South Flr stn-et-.
Telephone 43X
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
Office hours. 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
i:;su io o p. ni.
Appointments madn liv moll.
DEVOES READY PAINT
30 Wetrt Central Ave,. Phone 45. One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Iims live Years.

o o o

SW'

WANT AD

A Little

'

f

-

III

Four and a half acres on main
road, under high state of cultivation, well fenced,
miles north
Easy
of town, price $500.00.
terms.

j

-.

m

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building.
RAM BROOK BROS.
Telephone 886.
Phone 596.
M.
Hi JohnBeat
feaddle horses a specialty.
DR. F. J. PATCinX
drivers In the city. Proprietors m
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
Phjniclan and Surgeon.
Offlv over Vnnn Drug-- Store. OfY
fice hours
to 11 a. m.. 2 to ft, and
7 to
p. m. Phones, office 441,
TO -- DATE STYLE
io
UP.
695.
AT COST TRICES
Lmdl9
Tailoring ana
DR. H. L. HUST
Dfttmaklng
Physician ami Surgeon. '

Rnr-Eeon- s.

BARGAINS IV HANOI

goods,
Genu'
second
FOR BENT Large furnished room WANTED
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
with all modern
conveniences
616 South First street, south
of,
Suitable for gentleman. No health
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
seekers desired. Apply 809 west WANTED Idiesdesiriiig millinery
Tijeras.
at cost for next ten days call on
iiii i is
trane, tiz porm second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors. Phone 944. Ap- FOR SALE
prentices wanted.
WANTED
Able
bodlea. unmarried
A brand new
SALE
Stevens
Kill
men. between ages of 21 and 85;
single barrel shot gun, never fired
citizens
of
United
States, of good
A high grade and strictly up t(
cnaracter and temperatt. habits,,
date gun. Inquire at The Citizen
who can speak, read and write
ornoe,
English. For information apply to
buggy,
an
p.i.rJ worse,
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Ave Albuquerque, New Mexico.
household furniture. Leaving town
must sell. 1010 Forester Ave.
WANTED Capable men to fill x- - j
ecutlve, technical, office and merFOR SALE A few bargains in good
cantile positions.
We 'can place'
property cheap if taken
within
you
in the position for which you
the next few days. One of the best
are
qualified.
Southwestern Busibusiness corners in the city; some
ness Association 201 East Cen- cnoice business lots; a nine room
tral avenue. Albuaueraue. N. M.
frame dwelling, modern
cottages with
none ZS7.
close In; two
batli and electric lights 12600 for
both: three 60-lots on East
Central avenue $200 for all three TO MODIFY THE
A
and many more like them.
leischer, real estate and insur
ance, 212
South Second street.
RIDING ORDER

"ins; scntcm. in the

CARDS

res-hIci-

680.

lVu Iriillary.

BUSINESS

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 110 and as high as
1200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Oooda remain In
yout possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 6 & 7. N. T. ArmUo Building.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
803 H West Railroad Ave.
DR. SOI.OMONL. BURTON.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland oft'ee. 610 South Walter
Open Evenings.
Street. Phone 1030.
On

t

,.

LOANS

MONEY to LOAN

A

-

PHYSICIANS

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for

Housekeeping
DAVIS & ZEARINO
303 W. Qold Ave.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl
HAIR

DRESSER AND CIUKOPO.
.
DIST
Bambini, at her nnri.it-- .
.
poslte the Alvarado and next door to
hturgea' cafe. Is prepared. to rlw
inuruugn acaip treatment,
do
dressing, treat corns, bunions and bsjr
Ingrowing nails.
She gives
and manicuring.
Mr
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin
Improves the complexion, and anal'
not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cur-anprevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to
haJr;
removes moles, warts and dead
uperflaeaaf
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines. For any blemish of
face call and consult Mrs. Bambinithat
Mrs.

d

j

,
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Nolice is hereby given that Juan
lilario Lopez, of Cubero, N. M., has
tiled notice of his Intention to make
final five-yeproof In suport of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
630S, made April 17. 1901, for the
E4 SEVi. Section 34. Township Jl
Range 8 W., and that said proof
will be made before George H. Pratt.
S. Commissioner, at Laguna, N.
.. on March 16, 1908.
He names tho following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Is:

UA4r J.. ,Jt if J., . ,mJ
A little want ad, day by day,
Does the work
draw the pay.
It sers the peop e you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.
--

--y- ou

It,

MISCELLANEOUS
F.

l'J08.

1 5,

1.
-"--

NOTICE I OK PI 1UJCATION.
Department of the Interior, Itnd of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17,

Jose AbelM, Victorino Montano.
Gorgonlo Fifueroa, M. T. Otero, all
f Cubero. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
DeWltt's Little Early Risers are
the best pills known. Hold Ly J. II.
O'Rlelly Co.
Piles Cured In a to 1 1 Da vs.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
ure any case of itching, blind.
leeding or protruding piles in S to
14 days or money refunded. SO cents

221

If You Want A

SPENCER
Architect.
South Walter.
Phone
V.

555.

It)R A DELIGHTFUL SUPPER
Try some rolls of our baking. Delicious? Well, hundred of peoDla In
town not only think so but knovr mo.
ur rolls of several kimU in r.inu.
different people are
light. crlss
and tasty. Suppose you give us an
order for so many a day for a trial

Dr. Vaucaire's
Pioneer Bakery,
Formula
207 South First St.
week.

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Recommended
bv
Mm
ti.n,.
Symes. to develop the bust from 4
to 6 inches.
Guaranteed to be made from tv,.

true Galtga Extract.
Ii perfectly
harmless.
The Vaucalre Formula ta a general
tonic, but it has a snecilio
rc--t
nnn
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by

KILLthe COUGH

AND

CURE the LUNGS

11

Our work it at our name Highland Pharmacy
and
implit, and our charget are
varado Pharmacy
right.
Standard Plumbing & Heating

WITH

Dr.

Kirs'

Al- -

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
The reason we do so much ROUGH
DRY work la because we do It right
Co nd at the price you cannot afford to
have It done at home.

FOR

CRH3

AWJ At . THROIT

iiUARANTE

,.H
flTflOUS!E8.

.'

A VISFACiOilYS

"

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUEttQUE

r. rAGB EIGHT.

min.r. jamtauy

si. iws.

osuna and the children visited
irlatlvcs and friends. Dr. Osnna MANY FRIENDS ATTEND

Mrs.

im
ico.

considerable

properly

Mex-

In

The girls' basket ball team went
Mesilln Park last night to play
against the girls' quintette of the
Agricultural
college. The Varsity
players are Lucy Kady,
Mae
and
Alice McMlllin, Nethie Durllng, Clarke Pugh and Hulda Snoeberger.
Mrs. J. H. Crum Is chaperoning tho
party.
Clarence Ileald went along
to referee the game.
The case of the Wanta Fe switchman, Smith by name, who Is charged with assaulting Howard Blair, a
grocery driver on South Fourth street
on Wednesday morning because lilnlr
struck his bull dog witn a stone, was
postponed again this morning on account of the defendant not being able
to reach the court.
Me Is suffering
from a case of the grippe.

'SF

lo

X 314 West RAiiBOflrwe

y

--

Tllchelleu
market.

C-

V.

I!

Men's Regal Shoes
The handsome appearance of Regal Shoe it due
lo the painstaking workmanship which enters into the
making of every pair. But the expert workmanship
is responsible for another thing: It not only insures
correct modeling, but it is the direct reason why every
pair of Regals keeps its shape till worn out. The
Regal specification tag describes the materials and
guarantees them. Send for style book. Mail orders
promptly filled.

PRICES

Mealr.

of Vnugn,

Minn Kva OlX'in,

ir

324

West

llfix-eliiln-

e

Our

green tag sale

j

avenue, expect to leave
night for California.
is drawing to a close, but we still have plenty
Justin Werile, or the 'Agricultural
college at Ale.sllla Park, was a caller
of good bargains. We are likely to have cold
In AlhuiUeriue yesterday.
at
I'ltra fine canned pineapples
weather for some time to come, and as we offer
the Klchelieu.
Joshim A. llaynolils. president of
a discount of
the Kir st National bank, arrived In
the city yesterday from Ja Vegas.
The board of regents of the
of New Mexico met this f- ternoon In the office of Clerk Hirry MAY GET HARRiMAN
P. Lee.
Divine service at Temple Albert
QnUATnO PI HOI
will commence this evening at 7:45
uLtiA I Ult uLAII
on all of our Winter Stock, you cannot lose
o'clock. The Rev. Dr. Chapman' will
officiate and preach.
even if ou buy a Suit or Overcoat for next
Divine service at Temple Albert liXIniony Will Khvp Montana Sena
will commence th in evening at 7:45
tor hiuI Will Give Him CtuuM-season.
o'clock. The Ilev. Dr. Chapman will
Aiding
at Murrtitinn. lcs
officiate and preach.
(Jovcninwnt.
Try Richelieu Ketchup.
Washington. D. C, Jan. 24. When
C. A. Wright, who has an Indian
tiaillng more at Canyonclto, 35 miles the department of justice resumes its
west of hi re, is In the city on one of battle with E. H. Harrlman Its principal witness will be
his periodical business trips.
W.
See F. F. Trotter whenever you A. Clark, of Montana. The suit will ket
need groceries. You'll get the best. be that against the Southern Pacific
occupied
The sorrowing
friends
e
anticipates railroad and the Wan Pedro, Los
Mrs. Dave Welnmann
seats placed along the walls of the
Salt
pooling.
Lake
for
road
and
leaving thin evening for t. I.ouK
rooms. Rev. Cooper, ot the
Htrrlman never has been allowed four
where she will be the guest of friends to
the
give evidence In this case, and so Presbyterian church, conducted
and relatives several weeks.
a position
he has not taken the Immunity bath. funeral services from
V. II. llurford, the proprietor
slightly to the right of the coffin and
of
Senator
will secure immunone of the largest printing and litho- ity by his Clark
lear the folding door to the adjoin
testimony, and will at the ing
room. A large number of wographing establishments In Indianap- same time take revenge on Harrl-niaTHE CENTRAL AVE. CLOTHIER
olis, Ind., Is a visitor In tne city.
The government relies largely men were present. The attorneys of
suit,
Mrs.
In
divorce
.late
her
Turner
The funeral of Thomas Cordova, upon Clark to accomplish Its avowed
which ended so disastrously, were
who died al la Joya January 20, was purpose of "getting" Harrlman.
Carrol Turheld froni the Cuthollc cnurch at Da
Senator Clark, who owns enor- among the mourners.
Joy Wednesday. .Burial was In the mous copper Interests In the west, ner, the husband, did not attend the
felt that the Southern Pacliic was funeral.
Catholic cemetery.
The funeral arrangements were in P0K)4K5X504K)40004K34K
l'robute Clerk A. K. Walker Is- not giving him a square deal In rhHtge
of Funeral Director Frank
e.
sued a marriage license this after- rules and so he started to build a
railroad from Salt Ijike to Los Strong.
noon to Juto Hunlc and
Maria
Ali'gla Moya, well known young peo- Angeles.
While $40,000,000
bonds
o
T
were issued It is said that none of
ple of Old AJbuijuerque.
I UMSflDUr
were
there
ever
Mr.
floated.
Clark
still
was
William Pluck of Morlarky
visiting In the city yesterday, the holding them. The road would have
CASES IN COURT
guest of Dr. F. J. Patchin and fam- been a menace to the Harrlman
ily.
Mr. I a nib Is purchasing sup- transcontinental roads.
Harrlman succeeded In getting posplies for well drilling.
0
session of a pass In the mountains Attorney ;'ii-ra- l
I.ravc for Alamo.
Richelieu Coffee none better.
which was absolutely essential to the
Iln-uIfortlo to Fight Attempt to
J. H. O'Kielly, general manager of success of the Clark road. Then. In
Iaw.
0
WILL CHANGE YOUR
the Occidental Life Insurance com- r.rder to save what he had put Into
pany, and K. Calfet-- t and Willis Ford, the road, Clark was forced to agree
.
24.
M.,
(Sm-N.
Fe,
Jan.
Santa
of Uoswell, district managers, are In to the pooling rates dictated by Har- rial)
James M. Hervey, attorney-genera- l
Santa Fe, on business connected with rlman.
will
New
Mexico,
leave
of
the insurance company.
Attorney Oeneral Bonaparte Indi- here late today for Alamogordo,
into a
The Daughters of the American cated today that he will make a where he goes to appear as counsel
.should bemnrte
to beproperlyprcpar-rRevolution will nold the annual elec- statement soon giving the plan of for the territory and to aid the disin a M.mait!, Bowman C.iaiiug Uif,h.
AlwRynrraiv, no worrvitiR about firen.
tion for officers at the home of Mrs. campaign.
trict attorney in contesting a couple
S.myijf a luatoU, ana iu a lev uiitiuwt
K. H. Rhody Haturday at 3 o'clock.
of cases before Edward A. Mann, disthe
Arrangements for the annual receptrict judge, which resulted from the
tion February 22 will lie completed MISSING PASSENGERS
Banning, Bowman & Co.
enforcement of the law prohibiting o
The
at this meeting.
gambling in this territory,
Greatest Convenience
Clifford Hayden, of the K. L..
The cases came up as the result
ARE RESCUED of prohibiting the use of slot maWuhhburn Co., Is on the sick list.
of the age.
W. A. llrown, who has had charge
chines In saloons and tobacco stores
ha produced a dainty morsel to rrgate
of the property of the Consolidated
and are designed to test that phase
cllafiusr difh is aiipn'1"! with the
Cook Anything.
s,
Mining &. Smelting company at
24.
Biook of Holland. Jan.
law passed by
The of the
MUcn ted wunlMl "1' ry'
was an Albuquerue visitor yes- boat containing twenty-eigpersons, the last legislature. Attorney Oeneral
clad food iu found only in Man
ning, Luwmao & .o. inauug mauca,
twenty-on- e
terday.
of whom were passengers Hervey recently rendered an opinion
n which he held that the
rbn salc y
Mux Puffrath, an engineer In the from the Amsterdam which was bad
employe of the Santa Fe on tne ly damaged in a collision with the llng law applied to slot machines
Kastern Railway of New Mexico, un Axminlster Tuesday night, was pick just as much as to any other game
der the supervision of J. V. Key, re- ed up by the steamer Songa and ar or device.
The trial of this case Is being
turned to his home at Belen this rived here safely today. The boat
morning after having spent several had been adrift three days and the watched with great Interest all over
passengers were In a critical condl- - New Mexico, for should Judge Mann
days In the city on business.
ion as the result of exposure and hold that slot machines are not InA. A. Shamaley, former proprietor
cluded In the provisions of the antl- of the Eight Spot Suloon, left Thurs lack, of food.
321-32- 3
gambllng law. It would seriously Im
West Central
day evening for New York, and from
Are you looking; tor lomemingT Re pair the effects of that legislation.there will Ball for his old home In member
the want columns of The and would result in the next leglsla- fX0X?0K)fKMOX3C0
Syria. He will be absent about six Evening Citizen
are for your especial ure having to wrestle with the
months and will visit all the princi- benefit.
It talks to the people and problem of gambling in this terrl
pal Kuropean cities and also the Holy they talk to you.
tcry.
Land before he returns.
The attorney general stated that
SALE.
U
FOIl
Miss Margaretta
instead, a form
he felt positive that the present law
Zeiger
fixtures;
this
Cafe
The
bar
Albuquerque,
er resident of
died Janwould hold and that slot machines
uary 16, at her home in Salem. Ohio la the finest set of bar fixtures ever would be prohibited just as much as
ex
brought
New
to
costing
Mexico,
In
was
Miss ITmstead
a teacher
the
any other gaming.
ceedlng $4,000.00 These fixtures must
Salom public schools for tnlrty-fou- r
years. fcJhe spent several years In be sold at once, and may be bought
Our line of Boys" seamless shoes
Albuquerque with her nlect, Miss at bargain prices.
by far In wear anything of
Address at once or see, H. S, excels
Margaret Hartnvan, fhen a teacher
In this city at the same price
Knight,
Room 9, Cromwell Bldg., fered
In Central High School.
strong soles, well
In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have alAlbuquerque, N. M., and I will give Heavy 9calfto uppers,
Dr. E. Osuna and family returned you
IS, 11. 25: 1 to 2. $1.60
made.
bargain
never
before
a
offered
to the city yesterday from a month's
$1.75
ways made this guarantee. The following ad, or one
Itt to
scjourn In Mexico. The doctor said In New Mexico.
C. MAY'S 6IIOE STORK,
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily pathis morning that he had a very
314 West Central Ave.
KODOL is the best remedy known
pleasant trip. The weather In the
j
v
pers,
for dyspepsia, Indigestion and
The today
sister republic was delightful.
arising
from
disorder'
a
all
troubles
doctor attended to business at Tor ed stomach.
It U pleasant, prompt
ATTENTION!
reonl and several other points while and thorough. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly
Weil-neixln-

y

ty

.

20

to SO

per cent

(

wo-niu-

$5.00

$4.00

$3.50

(.

Albuquerque.

In

ITowcrs HurrotimliNl Coffin
at tho Honin.
The funeral of Mrs. Pearl Turner
took place from the residence of the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Mausard,
H23 North Second street, this after- noon at 2:30 o'clock and was largely,
a'tended.
The attendance was ao
huge that nil could not get seals Inside the house, though
the three
front rooms and the spacious hallway
at the front had been thrown Into
cue vast room. Many
stood with
hired head in the open air during the
service. The funeral procession was
ever seen In this
of t:ir. largiv-city.
Tli body lay in a snow white cas
ket ,n the southeast corner of the
from parlor and was almost hidden
from view by flowers. Easter lilies.
carnation. geranium blooms
n'1 olh"r hot l,,,u
blossoms were
Interwoven with wistaria and smilax.
A chain of crimson carnations girdled
n
the body. The face of the dead
was composed as If sleeping, except for the rlgldness of the eyelids.
The features were slightly drawn and
the face bore signs of the suffering
the woman had during the last few
duys of her life. An open window
covered by a thin shade, let a flood
of mellow sunlight Into the room.
The rays fell directly upon the cas

High Top Hunting Boots,
Black or Tan, $5.00

e

IV-li-

and see us.
It will pay you.

Come

9

An-gel-

Regardless of Cost

Simon Stern

n.

All Kinds of Winter Millinery
Street Hats. 50 and ?5c.
Untrimmcd Shapes, 25c.
Trimmed Hats at less than cost
price
Ostrich Plumes at
one-ha- lf

Come and see for yourself

Some big bargains.

800-mll-

A
Chafing
Dish

--

MISS UUTZ
208 South Second

A

THE

mini
DUunooda,

ig

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

Watches, Jewelry, Cut Cila, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

We

Room

Rarebit

Home

Chafing Dish

''

Cer-rlllo-

LET US

ht

antl-gam-

"
Clean
YOUR SUIT
SATISFACTION OR NO MONEY

Montezuma Cleaning
and Pressing Company

PHONE 1105

SKmOOSV2mOy0909

Birds and Animals Mounted True to Life.

and Permanent. Work Guaranteed

210 WEST COLD

T.

p. COBB

ALBUQUERQUE,

WE GUARANTEE
Fall 2,000 Pounds

TAXIDERMIST
FUR BEARERS TRAPPED TO ORDER
Moth-Proo- f

N. N.

5.

Co.

E. L. Washburn Company
OUTFITTERS FOR MEN AND BOYS
U9 West

22 South Second Street

Gold Avenue

RIGHT!
EYES
your eyes
not

o

DeWltt's Carbollzea vritch Hazel
la especially recommended for
Sold By J. H. O'Rlelly Co.
VATEI To loan $23,000 on
A.
business property.
first das
Montoya, 215 West Gold avenue.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
acts upon the bowels and thereby
drives the cold out of the system.
It contains no opiates it Is pleasant
to take and Is highly recommended
for children. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly

The last week for cut prices

on me and let me fit them with
glasses that will make them right.

S. T. VANN
DOCTOR OF OPTICS
VAXX JEWELRY CO.

One Door South of

Co.

$12.00
1 8.00 Kuppenheimer well made suits reduced to 1 4.40
20.00 Dressy Suits, new patterns, reduced to.. 15.00
1

8.00

20.00
24.00

C.

502 South

JOHN S. BEAYEN

OF

First

Room 28 Barnett Bldg.

RIjA- -

BOYS' SUITS
4.00
4.40
10.00

(

Qales- -

hurr. 111., and pupil of Madame Hess
llurr. of Chicago, teacher of singing.
Address, 317 South Arno street.

OOTKOPATMIC RMVICIAN: AND

mumamoN
All Curable Dieeaeee
Me Chmrge

914
'

M. T.

Treeied.

tor CeneuitmUom.

Armljo Building

t III HI II

I

IK

OF"

SUPPLIES

Shovels, Forks, Hoes, Rakes, Wheelbarrows, etc.
"John Deere" Plows, Harrows, Cultivators, Planters
New and Gomploto
Make Your Selections Now Whllo tho Stock

Mr. E. H. Chamberlain, of Clin
ton, Maine, pays ot Bucklen's Arnica
Salve.
"It does the business; I have
used It for nlles ftr.d It cured them.
Used It tor chapped hands and It
Applied It to an old
cured them.
sore and It healed It without leav
ing a war behind."
5c at All Deal- era.

DR. C. M. CONNER

We HAVE A NEW ASSORTMENT

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS AND RANCH

It Ioes tlie Itoslnesa.

AT
I1KNT KKSIUKXCE
VOn
i!03 NORTH KPITH.
ArPLY OLD
TOWY ItXSTOKFICK.

$

Cc-al- ,

Schroeder's Orchestra

ROUGH DRY.
Do you know what thlk means? If
not ask our drivers to explain it to
MISS MAUKLINB ST.

$J5.00 Good Business Suits reduced to

$5.00 Cassimere Suits, knee pants
5.50 Dressy. Worsted Suits, knee pants
12.50 Young Men's Suits, long pants

ALSO MANAGER

We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Furnace, Stove and
Block, Crested Butte Hard
Wood.
Wood,
Mountain
Kindling and
Xut. Also Mill

Cote.

H. W. SCHROEDER
Teacher of Violin

FOR RENT.
Nicely furnished rooms with use
of bath, ste.m heat and all conven
Craige.
iences.
No Invalids. Hotel
Silver avenue.

t'lll.V, ot Knox Conservatory,

. .

Drug Store.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.

you.

ALL BLUE AND BLACK SUITS RESERVED

22.50 very nobby Worsted Suits reduced to..
Dressy Suits reduced to
25.00 Stein-Bloc- h
Finest Suits reduced to
30.00 Stein-Bloc- h

right call

are

If

Salve
plies.

ROOMS

VsKXC04KCX)K3sKK4K

$4.50 to $13.50

Wagner Hardware Co.

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Gatments

210 WEST GOLD

,

I

POULTRY
Prices

Always
Right

-

NETTING

-

AND - ROOFING

msmm

-

IRON
Wo

Aim to

Please

